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I

Reflection on the training of undergraduates is not only an obliga-

tion imposed on us by our functions as teachers, it is a salutary oppor-

tunity for us as scientists and scholars to reassess ourselves and our

discipline at a time when it is directionless and in disarray as well as

having lost its appeal to students. The younger student—not yet com-

mitted to any profession, still open to various temptations and blandish-

ments, in need of inspiration, learning and guidance—provides an ex-

cellent focal point, for in thinking of him we are constrained to think

about what we should contribute to the formation of a whole man
I and what we actually are contributing to that formation. We must

try to determine where political science fits in the scheme of the sci-

ences and what role its study plays in the economy of the soul.

This kind of return to our origins has been sadly neglected. For

a long while a combination of self-satisfaction and the hopes generated

by the new scientific project in politics kept political scientists from

serious reflection on their pedagogical responsibilities, except to the

extent they sought for recruits to the new science. Being unattractive

to undergraduates became almost a hallmark of the seriousness of a

political scientist—showing that he had divorced himself from vulgar

common sense and youthful enthusiasm, that he had become like the

physical scientist in his laboratory. Then, when real politics made in-

sistent demands, some political scientists returned to the young, not

as teachers but as followers and demagogues, and extorted promises

from the other political scientists in their newly donned white smocks

that what was going to emerge from the laboratories would be of

benefit to the activists. All this was only response to immediate pres-

sure, not serious re-thinking. Political science curricula are now un-
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structured heaps, reflecting unarticulated tastes and compromises

reached for the sake of domestic tranquility. They reflect no agreement

about what political science is or what kind of training makes a po-

litical scientist.

To put it bluntly, students and citizens in general have an in-

stinctive awareness of what politics is, but political science does not

have any view of what it is, or at least not one that in any way cor-

responds to or re fines that "iltutomij^u^ness. This makes political

science repulsive or at least uninspiring to students. It is no accident

that the student political movements of the sixties had no roots in

political science, were uninformed by real political knowledge, were

in part directed against social science, and found among political sci-

entists only a few late supporters who were afraid to miss the wave

of the future. They were neither inspired by political scientists, nor

restrained by them, nor educated by them. Their intellectual sources

were in sociology, philosophy, and above all literature. Political sci-

entists had not anticipated the movement and had nothing to say

about it.

Now the awareness of which I speak is that politics has to do with

justice and the realization of the go_pdJife. Somehow the authoritative

political decisions about war and peace, who shall govern, education,

etc., appear to determine our way of life. Politics is the arena where

we most effectively settle our destinies, where we fulfill ourselves and

the best of us win glory. As such it makes the highest demands on our

bodies and our souls; it can at least make a claim to be the natural

end of man. The quest for community in political practice and v ahies

in political theory which animated radical students was an expression,

however distorted, of this political awareness and need. Aristotle was

not enunciating a personal doctrine but merely giving voice to the

citizen's perspective when he said that the polls is the association whose

end is the highest and most comprehensive good, the one that in-

cludes all other goods and on which they depend. The citizen has

perhaps been frustrated by modern civil society as a whole, but he

has most certainly been frustrated by political science from which

he had a right to expect instruction and clarification about the ends

of politics and ^l^'i^'jj. available to him for fulfiHin^them. He has

been largely left with his inchoate sentiments, either quiescent or

raging.

To survey the difficulty one need only look at contemporary
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political science and compare it with the political science sketched

by Aristotle. Me called it, corresponding to its subject matter, the

architectonic or master science, the one that ordered all the others,

the queen of the sciences, the one that treated of the highest good,

the enlightener of citizen and statesman. Our political science would

not impress anyone with an imperial claim; it is one of the least rep-

utable and advanced of the modern social sciences. It is the oldest

of the social sciences, with a history going back to Socrates, whereas

most of the others are of very recent origin, and all were founded

in conformity with the project of the new natural sciences of which

mathematics was the queen and back to which all the others were

to be led. While the older queen was deposed, she has proved to be

an intractable subject, resisting reduction to more primary sciences,

her matter intransigent^ demanding common sense in order to come

to light, qualitative distinctions in order to maintain its proportions,

judgment about good and bad in order to be intelligible. Economics

could, by abstraction from political reality, find quantifiable units,

but the economy remains only a part of the political order, subject to

and requiring the guidance of politics, the cause of great distortions

if emancipated. In the first place, then, political science needs both a

basis for a common jjood and an irreducibly political dimension of

human nature , but it cannot find them any more and is at least partially

committed not to finding them.

Further, political science is a halfway science in another way. It

is both practical and theoretical. Political science is intended to assist

the statesman and the citizen. It is also in quest of an understanding

of human nature. These two functions are at a certain tension with

one another. Theoretical impartiality is easily compromised by po-

litical commitment, and practical usefulness is frequently despised by

the new scientists. And practice is in its turn corrupted by abstract-

ness and doctrinarianism. Actually, however, the two sides contribute

to one another -the perspective of political actions providing the sub-

ject matter and the concern, the perspective of theory providing the

distance and reflectiveness which can both correct policy and give us

the opportunity to escape the limits of our own time and place. But the

new political science has eschewed this productive tension without

fulfilling the demands of one side of it or the other. The "serious"

political scientists tend to despise the practical perspective as journalistic

or worse. But their science docs not attain to the level of an explana-
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tion of political man. A famous political scientist once asserted to me

that it was wrong for the APSA to invite famous political figures to

address its conventions. "They are our data," he said. "When physicists

have Geiger counters giving speeches at their conventions, then I will

think it right to let President Truman speak to us." I doubt whether

a political science which looks at statesmen and their concerns as a

biologist looks at genes through a microscope is even possible. It would

certainly be irrelevant to an undergraduate student who is going to

be a voter or who hopes to be a politician. One of the most salient

characteristics of many political scientists is that they are not inter-

ested in politics. Aristotle considered political science to be but a_rei

fincmcnt of_such an interest; new political scientists pride themselves

on a radical break with it.

There is a final reason for political science's problems with under-

graduate education, and this one is only in part due to the behavioral

movement. Political science is no longer able to distinguish between

th£
.
j"jpo rtant and the unimportant, the central and the peripheral.

Aside from the methodological considerations which helped to blur

these distinctions, the simple growth of the sub-disciplines in the last

twenty years has covered over the core to such an extent that one

wonders whether it is there any more. The expansion of the univer-

sities, their willingness to respond to ephemeral demands, and the en-

couragement of foundations brought a horde of specialists—partic-

ularly in area studies—into political science departments the studies of

whose fields should have been relegated to research institutes but who

as professors had to teach courses and who constituted a voting major-

ity in matters of department policy. Now, for example, it is difficult

to find courses taught in Western European politics and difficult to

find teachers for them, while areas of secondary significance for the

understanding of politics are overreprescnted. I would venture to

suggest that American politics, international relations, and political

theory are what every student most needs to know about. I do not

think the required instruction reflects this, to the extent that there is

a required course of instruction.

What political science education ought to be can be inferred from

what I am saying it is nor. It should concern itself with the great po-

litical issues—freedom, equality, virtu e, religion, family, and patriotism.

It should provide an experience of political action and principle as

well as providing a model of a reasonable approach to these issues. It
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should appeal to the student's heart while calling forth his reason.

Ji should at least make a case for the integrity of the political phenomen

It should concentrate on method only to the extent that method coi

tributes to the elaboration of the questions of primary concern,

should show the various possible regimes and the arguments for an

against them—particularly in the intention of avoiding the cloyin

cycle of conformism encouraged by contentless, unprogrammatic r<

hellion.

II

It is obvious that the incoherence of undergraduate education

a result of behavioralism, its attack on traditional political science, ar

the various responses to behavioralism. And the resolution of the prol

lem would require a fundamental transformation of the profession

current self-understanding, for the undergraduate training will ii

evitably reflect the most respectable views held at the highest lev*

of the discipline; everyone looks to the top, and in the major unive

sities the teachers are the same as the scholars. There is not likely

be both a political education and a political science education wh<

the demands of the two are so disparate as they now are. Thus, althouj

what I suggest is simple, in the current situation it is Utopian. Ho\

ever, a few further remarks are appropriate. They may be of use

individuals or small groups of teachers who are interested in politi

and suggest a stategy for their educational endeavors.

In the first place, there is no doubt as to what is attracting t

students at all levels: political theory. In the major universities whe

theory was not abandoned, the theory offerings are the most popul:

and graduate applicants list their intended specialization as theo

more than any other. In the others there is a persistent clamor for t

hiring of theorists. There are a lot of bad reasons for this renaissan

of theory. On the surface, it seems to be the easiest thing to study a>

to provide the maximum opportunity for self-indulgence, gab, a

indignation. In some quarters theory has meant little more than

cynical and self-serving outlet for anti-establishment sentiments a

has become a grab-bag for every trendy movement of letting go a

irrationalism. The taste for political philosophy can have its source

this generation's peculiar combination of intellectual laziness and des

for authority. But this taste gives evidence of a healthy instinct whic
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it trained, can bear serious fruit. That instinct is connected with the

desire for living a good life, the further desire for enlightenment about

what a good life might be, a longing for alternatives to what is avail-

able, the sense that the excitement and morality of life are to be found

in politics. Underlying the behavioral movement in the U.S. was the

conviction that all questions of principle had been solved by the advent

of the New Deal and its ultimate universal acceptance and that what
remained were questions of appropriate means. The current generation

has taken cognizance of the shattering of that conviction, the end of

the end of ideology. The study of the great texts in political philosophy

attracts jind sublimates this primary instinct , and by way of them the

student can be led toward the careful study of concrete political real-

ity. It is from the discussion of the good life and the just regime—and
the demonstration that the books of tradition are the basis of this dis-

cussion—that one must begin with this rootless and largely unpolitical

generation.

At this point I should pause to make two comments on the char-

acter of undergraduate students today, apart from the orientation to-

ward jobs of which they are too frequently accused. (1) They do not

have that everyday interest in politics as it is practiced which an older

generation had. Who's in? Who's out? is not the substance of their

daily consciousness and conversation. They do not follow events and
personalities, either domestic or foreign. They are very private, and

political events impinge on them only in fits and starts, usually in an

ideological way and without detailed knowledge. Thus they do not

have the stuff out of which political reflection is made. (2) This is

not a reading generation. They do not enjoy reading. They read be-

cause they have to for classes or for information. There arc almost no
fundamental books which form their souls, which provide a common
core of learning or a viewpoint. There is nothing like what the Bible,

or Shakespeare, or Locke or Marx or Freud meant to earlier genera-

tions.

Both of these factors provide an obstacle to political science train-

ing. Students must first become involved in books. The books must
be presented to them by teachers who care about them, know them,

believe that they contain alternatives which might be chosen by their

students, and can communicate some enthusiasm for them. A good
example of a book well suited for this task is Tocqueville's Democracy
in America. At first sight it appears a bore to the students-long, out-
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dated, and descriptive of what they think they already know. E

when they become aware, for example, that Tocqueville in describi

the democratic mind describes their mind and that that mind is grave

limited in its capacity for the sciences and the arts, they begin

take notice. Tocqueville argues that contained in the very princij

of democracy is a tendency to intellectual mediocrity and conformis

This is a troubling assertion, one which the student is likely to discot

for his own protection and because he has almost no experience

intellectual greatness. Coordinate with the assertion about the int

lectin] mediocrity of democratic man is the assertion that aristocr

are likely to be superior in this respect. Now aristocracy is somethi

about which the students know nothing except for certain tales a

which they simply identify with oligarchy. They are forced to lo

to another regime, one which denies the fundamental principle of y

tice—equality—which all accept and to which they are devoted. Th
find there are arguments on both sides of the issue, and they ti

democracy more seriously in calling it into question. They start lo<

ing to the practice of democracy, to historical examples of other kir

of regime and above all to the best arguments for each—none of whi

is simply contained in Tocqueville but to which he points. They :

driven out of the narrow confines of the impoverished contempon,

alternatives, but they also look at the present more closely. Is th<

a tyranny of the majority? What can a "power elite" be in a dem<

racy? And Tocqueville also warns that egalitarianism can lead as v,

to despotism as to freedom. The study of modern tyrannies takes

a new meaning in this light. Tocqueville both teaches about the bro;

est themes of politics—and does so with a precision based upon expt

ence and observation—and is also himself a model of a political s

cntist.

In the context of such studies, which would broaden out to i

entire history of political philosophy, a student would surely want

know about voting studies; but they would be subordinate to consid

ations of the issues in elections, and they would surely be less import

than the study of the Federalist. Statesmanship will be a more fun

mental study than statistics. The students must get involved with

great political figures, try to determine what constitutes their gi

whether they can really influence affairs, what the relation of tl

prudence is to morality and justice.

Once enthused and politicized they must study history and
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detailed analyses of other regimes that have accomplished great things,

some past, others contemporary—the peculiar genius of British parlia-

mentary government and its imperial achievements, that of the Roman

republic, etc. Particularly useful is Soviet politics because there Amer-

icans, who can hardly really imagine another way of life as essentially

different, can immerse themselves in the horrors of a modern tyranny.

What is needed is not scientifically neutral studies of development or

of managerial elites, but description and analysis of how this regime

affects the lives of its subjects, what its goals were, how its rulers found

a way to govern so securely. I do not mean that this study is unsci-

entific, partisan, or undertaken with a propagandistic intention. It

should be a dispassionate observation, but one that stays close to the

questions that any thoughtful man would ask in deciding whether he

wants to live in a regime. The student should be open enough to rec-

ognize that current American standards are not the only grounds of

judgment, but no one's sensibilities should be so dulled by false science

as not to recognize murderous despotism. A decent political science

must know what everyone knows, that Watergate is bad, and its

horizon must also be broad enough to make it impossible to mention

it in the same breath with—not to speak of assimilating it to—the Gulag

Archipelago. It is here that the fact-value debate becomes frivolous.

Regimes such as that of Stalin or Caligula cannot be seen for what

they are if one has been forbidden to think of them as bad. It is too

simple-minded to say that we must study facts, then teach values. The

facts contain the values; the separation destroys both. The study of

these foreign regimes should not lead to self-congratulation and is not

intended to contribute to any political movement. Irs purpose is to

understand the nature of political things. When the name of Hitler

can be invoked to qualify Richard Daley, political science has failed

in its most elemental responsibility. It is our duty to teach about such

things. A generation of graduates has been produced from our uni-

versities who do not have the slightest idea what Fascism was. Neither

the important facts nor the principles of judgment have been learned.

Along with political theory, the sub-discipline which has attracted

and stimulated healthy political interest is international relations. Be-

cause war and peace are of such immediate and intense concern, even

to political scientists, politics among nations has defied reduction. Most

of its practitioners talk about real situations and not abstract models.

The enormous stakes involved in political life are most clearly felt
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here, particularly so today when the confrontations involve differ-

ences of fundamental principle as well as oppositions of will. Therefore

a truly political judgment is maintained so long as the issues are mat-

ters of life and death. Policy orientation helps keep the focus which

we are too likely to lose. It risks degenerating into journalism or pre-

occupation with daily affairs; it can also easily involve the temptations

of being too immediately useful to power, actual or anticipated. But

one can learn a lot even from those who arc so involved. And if the

temptations are properly controlled, the international stage is one on

which the broadest spectrum of political motives can be played. All

the aspects of the statesman's art are revealed there. The relation be-

tween the predictable and the unpredictable, nature and chance, be-

come serious questions and can be concretely posed. The relation be-

tween justice and survival, principle and expediency, come best to

light. The necessity and the difficulty of judging between conflicting

claims become manifest. Most of all, the harsh side of life and the real

problem of combining humaneness with success can be shown to

young people without experience of necessity and imbued with great

hopes. Living through the problems of foreign affairs is a good educa-

tion in the nobility and baseness of political life and helps the student

to liberate himself from the doctrinairisms of principle and method.

At best k can lead him to contemplate the alternatives contained in

the somber gentleness of Thucydides, the hopeful brutality of Mach-
iavelli, and the strict moralism of Kant.

I am not arguing that a similar movement from the practice of

politics to the primary theoretical issues could not be made on the

basis of American politics. But given he current state of the discipline

it is much harder to do so. Aron and Kissinger are closer to politics and

to philosophy than are Dahl and Easton.

Ill

A proper training in political science must not only address it-

self to the student conceived universally but also to the contemporary

American student, by which I mean it must correct the characteristic

intellectual defects of our regime. Every regime tends to develop cer-

tain potentials at the expense of others, and a good education attempts

to counterpoise this tendency for the sake of the intellectual freedom
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of the individual and in the hope of mitigating the excesses of the

regime. Here again Tocqueville is a good guide. The central weak-

nesses of egalitarian Americans to which he points and which political

science training could help to rectify are the following: ( 1
) a privacy

which focuses on petty concerns such that the individual finally can-

not lift himself to great issues; (2) a lack of grand ambition; (3) a

lack of respect for tradition which ultimately impoverishes their un-

derstandings due to a lack of awareness of alternatives; (4) an addic-

tion to abstract ideas; and (5) a readiness to accept deterministic ex-

planations of tilings, resulting from a sense of the individual's weak-

ness and tending to re-enforce that sense of weakness. All of these

inclinations have become more pronounced since Tocqueville's time,

and social science is both an expression of them and a further cause

of them. With respect to weaknesses (1) and (2) above, social science

has concentrated on unpolitical and ignoble motives for everything

and particularly political action. With respect to (3), social science

method both implicitly and explicitly denies the truth value of older

books, and its peculiar brand of empiricism has confined it to recent,

and particularly American, experience. With respect to (4) and (5),

social science wishes to establish general laws like those of the nat-

ural sciences, ignoring the particularity of which politics is largely

constituted, and those laws would leave no room for the rational

choice of citizen or statesman.

The political science for which I argue and which is really at hand

would act as an antidote to these moral and intellectual vices. (1) It

begins by taking the political on its own terms and giving it and the

motives connected with it a substantial and irreducible existence. (2)

It provides a ground and a goal for the peculiarly political desire to

be first, to be honored and win glory. It also provides examples and
objects of admiration. (3) It makes it possible to sec the wisdom in old

books and the questions they raised. Our horizons are broadened by
the presence of real alternatives to them. Instead of our scrutinizing

everything else, we are scrutinized by the great thinkers of the past.

(4) Although looking for general rules, it contains no doctrinaire

assurance that they arc to be found, and is open to the possibility of

choice and accident. Moreover it pays particular attention to the con-

crete and the heterogeneous. (5) It stays on the level of the phenomena
and does not explain away the manifest examples of political choice,

undetermined by circumstance, affecting the most fundamental political
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things. It is, thus, an education in freedom and human dignity with-

out intending to be so.

In my experience the student caught up by the newly discovered

possibility of rational reflection on justice and happiness also redis-

covers the lost idea of the university—the university, today so much

maligned and so uninspiring. He begins to read history for examples.

He finds that the greatest literature has a political intention and gives

the perfect representation of the essential political-moral problems and

the heroes who grapple with them. He begins to see the importance

of rhetoric for the persuasion of men. He finds he must look at sci-

ence, both to evaluate its proper role in society and to find what it

teaches about nature in general and hence about human nature. He
finds the lost key to the unity of the sciences and thereby to a liberal

education. Nothing fancy or particularly new is needed—just teachers,

students, books, and a calm setting in which rational discourse is re-

spected. By contemplating politics and its limits we face again the

questions without which no life is human: freedom, virtue, god, love,

and death.
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£fe is particularly threatened in democracy. The mot,ves of honor and glory which

^.ch racterize aristocracy are no, in themselves any more alan to the love of

Chan is utilitv. but thev free men from the concen: for preservation and hence

| he necessarv attachment to a mercenary use of the mind. Anstocrats are more

«1 to admire-perhaps in a frivolous way, but one which can be used to the

t of he theoretic-beautiful and useless things A Pascal is, therefore more a

Let of such a societv and more likely to find a home within it Thus, in addition& other reasons adduced, the intellectual life in a democracy ,s profoundly m-

JSced b> the absence of a truly leisured class which would patronize and protect

it irom the demands of the market. ,

^"modern democracies the universities have taker the place of such a ctes and

attended t<. provide a basis for the cultivation of the theoretical he which finds

llv th n so elsewhere in the society. Their success would have enabed democracy

*7,2 ine the advantaees of equal justice with the advantages of the peaks of

TpTukZ- For the sake'of the regime, it had to resis, the regime s tendency to use

Sung for it, immediate ends And the regime has powerful weapons >n money,

public opinion and, above all, the appearance of moral principle

in he last years we have witnessed the failure of the university t has become

incorpoLd in»o the system of ideas and goals of the society around it The mu -

BvTrsH with its dedication to the useful as defined b> society s demand, has

joined hands with what appeared to be its enemy, the passion for comnutment and

weelTstcial change whTch was the child of the late sixties. Now quietly they

rSX L t beLse the flood tide has receded, bu, because it has swep away

wEltn.c-.ed it The university, to the extent it represented the theoretical life.^
more a memory than a reality. , ,

• • Ven simpK put. voung Americans no longer like to read, and they do no do so

"There are no fundamental books which form them, through which they see the

•.world and educate their vision. To the extent they use books, it is because schoo, re-

"C« tlu-rTto do so or it is for the sake of information Books are not a source of

Eur nor ! Id manv students imagine that old books could contain the answers

To treble- hat most concern them The university does not represent ,
,

eonv

LniH the bonds of which are constituted by a shared literary heritage, and

Zd hip - not formed by the common study of the important^
Professors Werner I

Dannhauser and L Pearce VI illiams at Cornell Ln.ve.sit>

posed this question to that institution's president:

tf we prove to vou that an Arts and Sciences student can no* revive^^^°^
«nd thL be presumed ,r have acquired a liberal educat.or, withou h ™ £"£$£*£
read a line of Plato, the Bible. Shakespeare, Marx or Einstein. would >ou cons.der

evidence that there is a crisis in education al Cornell

An answer was never received. It is not known whether this president or other un -

versitv presidents, would regard this situation as an educational problem But that

such unLrsitv careers are possible, and even common, is a act No.longer does the

university have a content or a focus. It has accommoda ed itself to all demands and

tase! or too long This is the legacy of a decade of academic upheaval. * ha

proLed to be a'great new openness, a liberation from artificial constants, has

"t^: t^^thing ,„ . different way, the window which opened out onto

EurleL beendosed. American intellectual life was alwavs m tute^e to^
|;

Europe There was not much here to inspire the best minds. To the extern that we
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had spiritual substance, it was derivative from the great tradition which had it,origins ,„ Europe and which was still in some measure alive there. The longing toexperience the heights and depths of the soul always led toward Europe-its art itsmusic, its literature, its science, and its philosophy. It was a priceless advantage tohave ,n our m.dst institutions which could provide us access to a beautv and atretdom of the mind which our immediate surroundings did not inspire One ofAmerica s greatest virtues was its openness to the cultivation of disciplines whichwere m some measure alien to its way of life and which could help to enrich or correct it. In this way we could hope to have the best of both worlds
But iso ationism has always been one of our instincts. Going a-whonng afteroreign gods was not a thing to be easily tolerated when America had its problems tobe looked after. Moreover, there seemed to be a whiff of disloyalty to egalitarian

principles about the man whose tastes were so different from those of the ruling ma-jority. The schools and universities, however, more or less successfully resisted the
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their entire C™lum consisted' of Europeanthings nd there would have been little left to their domain if thev assim.lated to thepublic taste, and because the teachers and professors had a profound inner convic--.on of the importance ot what they taught. Vow neither of these motives forresistance has anything like the same force it once exerted
Philosophy and liberal studies, in general, require the most careful attention towha are frequently called the great books. This is because thev are expressions ofeachers such as we are not likely to encounter i„ person, because in them we findhe arguments for what we take for granted without reflection, and because thev arethe sources for forgotten alternatives. They make it possible for us to carrv on ourdiscussion on a high level. Thus, liberal education consists largely in the painstakingstudy of these books. This study requires long and arduous training, for these boob
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Without 5Uch a <-"'»?> an impoverishment ofour intellectual discourse necessarily results. One need onlv look at academicphilosophy and the social sciences to see how irrelevant the tradition has become tohem They suppose they have found new methods in the light of which the olderteachings appear primitive.
"

Formerly certain fundamental books-most notably, but not onlv theB.ble-prov.ded a spiritual common ground for society at large. The universitieswere dedicated to profounder reflection on that spiritual common ground Tprotounder reflection, while separating the univers.ties from the society, also linkedhem to „ Most recently the Bible, Shakespeare, and the Declaration of

2 a oatllT T i

"*^ 'V*^^^ d^^ed from public life,and a parallel development has taken place within the university The university if
it a u) play a public role, can no longer do so as the guardian and sublimator of' thecommon concerns or as the thoughtful conscience of public practice Its link tosociety appears to consist only in serving its wishes

This loss
s

of the tradition was explained by Tocqueville as a result of what hecalled the philosophy method of the Americans. Such a method consists primarily inthe rejection of al authority. Every man's reason is taken to be sufficient to determine
I questions. Whatever the advantages of this method-and thev are manv-it is
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aUth°ritatr status *«»™te« its perpetuation with menwho do not see ,ts rational merits and in times when it is untimely Scholastics took
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totle too much as writ rather than as question or problem, but he was read and

led Our age. in agreement with Aristotle that reason is the ultimate test, no

er reads Aristotle because we do not see his reasons Hardly any thought of the

has any continuing public significance in our country, so that if the universities

to act as the preservers of the tradition, they would have to resist the tide, in-

on studies which go against the grain, appear to be troglodytic and irrelevant.

is they no longer have the will to do

,.. Young Americans surely still want to visit Europe, but the desire is no longer

powerful, nor is its object the discovery of unknown worlds, the initiation into the

mysteries Going to Europe, just as going to college, is not anticipated as a transfor-

ming experience, an education, a new casting of heart and mind. The end of our in-

ner subservience to Europe is, undoubtedly, partly just the belated coming to

awareness that Europe is no longer what it was either politically or intellectually.

that its present cannot make particular claims to be anything different or admirable

beyond what is available here Locke, in describing the precivilized condition of

man, compares it to America prior to European settlement. 'Thus in the beginning

all the world was America." And that is also the case in the end. What Europe offers

is only reminiscences of another world. Our situation is not unlike Madame Bovary s

when, wide eved and full of foolish awe. she was invited to a ball at the castle of

decayed, postrevolutionary aristocrats.

{At the dinner a r the head of the table, alone among all of these women, bent over hi< full

plate with his napkin knotted around his neck likt a child. ar : old man ate, letting drops of

gravy trickle irom his mouth He had bloodshot eyes and wore a little pigtail fastened with a

black ribbon It was the Marquis" father-in-law. the old Due de Laverdiere. the former

favorite of the Comte d'Artois at the time of the hunts at the \ audreuil home of the Marquis

de Conrlans. and who had been, it was said, the lover of Queer Mane-Antoinette between M.

de Coign> and M de Lauzun He had led a wild life of debauch, full of duels, wagers, ab-

ducted women, had devoured his fortune and terrified his whole family. A domestic, behind

his chair, speaking loudly into his ear. named the dishes for him to which he pointed while

stuttering. And constantly Emma's eyes, of their own accord, returned to this old man with

drooping lips as u something extraordmar> and august He had hved at court and slept in the

bed of queens

Flaubert b\ means of this old man gives us a double perspective on the ancien

regime—its present reality and what it can mean to someone with a bit of imagina-

tion, The former perspective does not exhaust the significance of the object. \N e

could perhaps do with a bit of Emma's imagination in our view of Europe

It is. however, not only the factual state of Europe which is the cause of our dis-

enchantment with its books. There is also much positive doctrinairism behind it

The new egalitananism. the defection of the intellectuals to populism or know-

nothingism found itself in harmony with the multiversity Both believe that each

student should express his unique self and find his own interests. All disciplines are

equal as are al; wavs of life. "Doing one's own thing" is toda\ still the motto, with the

proviso that one must reluctantly also learn a trade in order to make a living (now

that students have been reminded that survival is an imperative for them, too) So far

as the " liberal side of the universit\ is concerned, it is still anything goes, without

anyone's having much of an idea about what one might do. There is much lamenta-

tion about the prevailing conservatism and the abandonment of the innovative

programs of the late sixties But those programs never had any content. The> were

just structures for the expression of freedom or intense efforts to provide a ground

for relaxation They enjoyed a momentary vogue, for few intelligent students could
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resist the prom.ses of liberation from meaningless and irrelevant requirements andhe opportunity to relate knowledge to life. Aside from the programs which were intended to answer specific political demands, however, the L was a waste IndD.sappo.ntment and boredom were the predictable consequences of the wave ofumveraty reforms which swept the nation, for they were demagogic and full oempty rhetoric. The rhetoric is still around, and disappointment has not ed toreton, but to apathy. Until the middle fifties, there was, in a conven ionaUndperhaps formula*
:

way, agreement about the disciplines that constituted the core ofthe un.vers.ty. The immense growth of the university wh.ch then occurred effaced
«ts visage. The addition of new disciplines and within the old disciplines the additionof new subd.sopl.nes destroyed all agreement about the common end. Also wmeant to be a professor altered radically. But this was not at the time perceived as aproblem because growth offered something for everyone, and there waT no thoughbout what would happen if that growth were to cease. The academic disorders

;

he Mxt.es evoked reforms intended to conciliate student wishes rather than to servehe, needs Anc it also became ev.dent that many professors had come to doubt thevalue of what they taught These developments led to a further erosion of agree-ment about the university s vocation.

Now, with money in short supplv, there is retrenchment without an 'order ofpriorities or any view of what should be cut out-just drift and random choice ascm-umstance dictates. Above all, there are the doldrums. Students are nostalgic hrhe excitement of the late sixties when something was really going on. The onlyhing they can find to look up to is the memory of the most anti-intellectual moment
•n the history of unities, one at which, however, there was a great deal opublicly and the universities were in the vanguard of popular culture. It i, true tha

T? T/T " ^^ StUdentS are Studying a§ain -
But " «* not the liberastudies that they are studying. We have nothing to offer them on that score. In oX

to do so, we would have to agree on the most important questions for a human lifeand the ways to ask them.
But it is in the nature of man to desire clarity about the highest ends, no matterhow grea t the erfort to obscure the fact that there are such ends, that thev areproblems, and that there is a way to study them. In my teaching I have found thatthe segment of Tocqueville devoted to the intellectual life of the Americans, fromwhich my beginmng quote on Pascal is drawn, is particularly moving for|tudents-,f their attention is forcibly drawn to it. At first they pass over it lilyor locquevdle seems to be describing a primitive America which is strictly a'h ngof he past. The effect of these passages is not unlike that of Swift's account of hi!

first encounter with the Yahoos. He gives a description of them akin to a scientist'sobserva .on of a nasty creature he is the first to discover. Then, suddenly it dawns onus that the nasty creature is us as we look to an outsider. Once Tocqueville's accounthas p.erced the deceptive veneer of contemporary culture, the student has a painful
yet exhilarating moment of self-awareness. No one wishes to be unaware of the goodthings one could possibly enjoy. Although Tocqueville engenders a certain self-contempt he also opens a prospect of self-improvement. The student realizes that
locquev.lle s account is not a window but a mirror and that all the tendencies Toc-
queville describes have been exacerbated in recent years. Tradition has decayed- the
enslavement to- public opinion has increased; forms have disappeared; literature has

aS* S g T""g SUbiCCt ma"erS in °Ur lives ' and a discriminating
audience; there is a literary mercantilism; our penchant for general ideas has in-
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-wd because our experience and study do not provide us with a rich concrete

S^.o.sness; our social sciences tend ever more to see deterministic explanations of

Iman actK.n, for we have little faith in the power of individual freedom m a mass

Sarian society; there is little or no inspiring political rhetoric, so we must be led

feW or interest. And, above all, philosophy is not only not practiced, its very

pLbihtv i. denied It just has no place in our life, in the way, for example

SwnWrv has Because we no longer have the European university as the standard

«in«t which to judge ourselves, we can delude ourselves about our condition, and

we give wav more and more to our fundamental inclinations.

Readme' TocqueviUe serves not only the function of self-awareness, but also that

of makin* students realize that an old book can be of use, thereby giving them the

habit ( >i reading. Moreover, they see in TocqueviUe an example of a kind of man

thev do not know, and some are charmed by his grace, his delicacy, and h.s love o

iustiee He not only poses the problem of our intellectual life, he himself as a model

is part of a solution. They are intrigued by trying to figure out how he attained a

standpoint from which he could see us so clearly, and they are aware that they must

do something similar The problem of liberal education is far from being an in-

superable <.ne. It is just that universities are not inclined to do anything about it.

One can perhaps see this best when one reads that TocqueviUe believed that the

most efheacious way to compensate for the intellectual failings of democratic man

was to study the Greek and Roman authors Where are they nowr
1

Up u. now 1 have been discussing what has not been going on in universities

Noh 1 must turn to what has been going on It can all perhaps be summed up in an

anecdote Recently I visited a highly respected liberal arts college in New England

In order to get to my room at the faculty club 1 had to pass through a conference

chamber in which the president, deans, and department chairmen were meeting 1

hurried bv but could not help hearing one sentence uttered by the president:

"Histon on the other hand, might appear to be male chauvinist These men-or

per.vMi<—were doing what most university administrators are doing They were

engaged in rectifving unequal treatment, real or alleged, of equal persons-an

endeavor which has exhausted the moral and intellectual energies of the university.

JUtto-cr the university may have nothing to teach, it is going to be taught by

JaculN« recruited equally to all students equally admitted. The univers.ties are

quiet The frenzy which upset us all so much has passed. But it was not a passing

fad a* »as swallowing goldfish or streaking The old world was overthrown by .t,

*nd tV essential thrust of the movement has become incorporated into the Ute-

givir, E principles of the university. What we are witnessing is the routinizat.on or

bureaucratization of the radical egalitarianism which was the essence of the student

demands of the sixties. Our current calm is at least in part due to the fact that the

forme- dissidents now really constitute the establishment.

The egalitarian effervescence of which I am speaking was whatever the par-

tial: causes espoused, the only motive and the only goal of what took place in the

last years It had, in part, the intention of extending prevailing principles or

egalitari-n justice to areas where their application had been hindered, particularly in

relation >o blacks and women. This was perfectly in keeping with both the spirit ot

the r-Kitie and what is proper to the university. But there was also a new and

powerful element of thought which insisted on movement from equality ot oppor-

tune m factual equality-either by way of denying that there are any relevant in-
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equalities or by way of using government, the university, or genetics to overcome
them. Connected with this new radical egalitarianism in the university were the
abandonment of requirements, the demand for student participation in all functions
of the university, the evaluation of professors by students, sex-counseling, the
renouncing of standards because they encourage discrimination and unhealthy com-
petition, a continuing inflation of grades, concentration on teaching rather than
scholarship, open admissions, the introduction of new programs to fit every wish
and quotas in the admission of students and the hiring of faculty. It is questionable
whether a university can pursue its proper end if it must be engaged in the fight
against social inequality. But much more was being demanded of it. There was, and
is, an opinion abroad that natural inequalities are as offensive as social or conven-
tional ones, and that it is the business of the university to correct the former as well
as the latter. Thus the university must declare a war on nature as well as society a*
the name of equality.

The intellectual effects of this determination on the part of universities am
overwhelming. In the first place, equality has to become a kind of religion, doubts
about which in thought, not to speak of deeds, cause pangs of conscience. It

becomes impossible to reflect on the possibility that there might be a hierarchy of
human types and pursuits and that it is part of the university's task and a duty of
justice to encourage and cultivate some of these types and pursuits more than
others. Any research, however dispassionate, which might tend to reveal difference*

among nations, races, or sexes which are counter to the prevailing dogma is risky in-

deed to the scholar. One must be circumspect in order not to appear to dissent on
these great issues. Thus a whole range of thought about the alternatives for man has
vanished. Timidity about fundamental issues is the order of the dav

One can see where the power lies by the things of which men most fear being
accused. The charges that carry weight with the tribunal of university public opin-

ion today are racism, sexism, and elttism, taking the place of older charges like

atheism or Communism. That these are, in varying degrees, nasty dispositions can-

not be doubted. But they are difficult to define. And it is as difficult to prove that a

man possesses them as it is to prove that a man does not believe in God. Almost no
one these days would admit to any one of them. But the air is rife with accusations.

Most want to be considered in the vanguard of the fight against racism, sexism, and
elitism; all wish to avoid being suspected of favoring them. Therefore, there is a fer-

tile field for the flourishing of tartuferie and McCarthyism of the left Racial,

feminist, and egalitarian extremists can claim to represent the orthodoxv and
promote unreasonable policies.

Take the case of women's liberation, for example. How many professors would
dare to make serious investigations concerning psychic differentiations between men
and women or to suggest different ways of life and education as appropriate to

them? All to the contrary, there is a witch-hunt going on to root out sexism in

science, philosophy, and the literary tradition. Since it is now accepted that male
chauvinism dominated most of the past, it is impossible to take, for example,

Rousseau's Noupelle HGloise as anything better than a particularly prejudiced

perspective on men~%'rid women and their relations. It must either be expunged,

held up to ridicule, or treated as a- historical curiosity. Since almost none of the

classic works of any kind can be taken to support the women's liberation movement
we have one more reason for abandoning the study of the tradition, for we are now
on a higher moral and intellectual plateau. The new principles do not find support
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« old literature so it cannot be a source of inspiration And, for the moment, the

Stttmt has not generated a literature of a comparable qualitv In the name oi

trufts one must temporarily at least, accept thinner wills. And the university

lUi with unceasing propaganda in order to do away with prejudices. Our

tit* in universities of all places, are purposely narrowed in order to avoid

ibiiifies unpalatable to a party A similar story can be told about the intellectual

< <rf the war against racism and elitism It is hardly an atmosphere which

motes serious discussion or contemplation of the only available examples of

greatness which we possess. Our heritage is made both dangerous and contemptible

there is an utter disproportion between our intellectual substance and the political

"and moral realitv which engages the students
r

With these forces at work, university administrators, partly prodded by HtW,

spend their time responding to them There is no academic reason for what they

ntipuie, althou«h feeble justifications are attempted. In reality the concentration is

Cot or: the quality of the professor or the student, but on the category he comes

from i- follows that the immanent demands of the subject matter must be sacrificed

to what this kind of teacher can teach and this kind of learner can learn. Affirmative

'action is but one example among many of what has absorbed university lite. Ini-

versi^ administrations are not ashamed to announce that almost all ot their ap-

fx.inu.ents will be made from minorities or women Without discussing what such

polio- do to real equality of opportunity and fairness, their effect on the intellec-

tual standards of the disciplines is evident And worst of all. such policies engender a

hvpocr,^ which is rotting the moral core of the universih. the place where truth is

kt4 ,.,v^ to be the first of all concerns. We are treated to assertions that ap-

pointments are made on merit, when everyone knows that a member of a mmonty

or a woman is a hot academic commodity and that quality is of secondary impor-

tance Departments just must have them-to show them off to HEW, to radical

constituencies, to the press. We are told that open admissions have not damaged

«--.de!,iic standards, without being provided with the criteria for such judgments

and v. Hen there are Hood reasons to think the opposite is the case. We are assured

thoi .,* black and women s stud.es programs are great successes, whereas one finds

that • ev are actually neither clear about what the> are doing nor satisfying the very

""
istituencies for which they were established We are told that reverse discnmina-

d is not practiced tfor example, whites excluded from universih -owned hous.ng

its) when it is clear to all the world this is not the case. We are told that old

tiog methods were not adequate-which is probably true-but it is also evident

it th.s is asserted only to remove exclusive standards and that no alternative stan-

ds are sought And in all this, to repeat, not a serious thought is given to educa-

f^The students are bored-bored because the> have already in high school enjoyed

Iflie freedoms voung people used to look forward to in college, bored because they

rfcve been filled with the ideology which denigrates the university as a tool ot the es-

tablishment and a passport to success, bored because the old. silly, but exciting

psnobbism has disappeared, bored because they must prepare for careers which the)

know to be necessary but which they despise, and. above all, bored because the uni-

versity offers them no inspiration, no vision of a higher motive for life or ol vast new

Ft worlds
r , ,

:- This is not a happv time for the university, nor one of which we university men

fem be very proud. Liberal arts is a decaying rump of the university with no projects
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for the future. There are too many students who do not care and too many
professors with too little scholarship. The next step for the latter is unionization

which will add another hypocrisy about standards while covering the real concern

tor job security. This unionization will be just a further step in reducing the

professor to the level of the high-school teacher. Liberal arts education would today

have a hard time defending its raison d'etre before a tribunal of the wise. In one
way the solution is simple. The students are starving for spiritual nourishment, and
it is right under our noses, where it always was. But no one who has any power wi||

look to it and the special interests would oppose it with might and main. The
achievement of a liberal education by a student will, for the time being at least, bet
mere piece of ^good luck—the coincidence of the students who long for learning

meeting with the teachers who know something about the simple old things. As in-

stitutions, universities now do a great injustice to human nature.
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University Standards

and the Decline of

Humane Learning

ALLAN BLOOM

We may begin a consideration of the problem of standards in universities

with rift most obvious, the most quantifiable (the fact that the quantifiable

is the only persuasive thing to us is a symptom of the problem) change in

standards during the last twenty years, undergraduate grade inflation.

Although professors may no longer be very sure about what they measure
themselves against, students do know that they are measured by those A, B,

C, I), and l
;,
s, or rather those As and B's, and the grade-point average

which sums up their total achievement at the end of four years. In even the

best universities the inflarion in grades has matched that in the economy,

with the difference that in the academic economy there is no way to inflate

the A; it cannot be surpassed, so that among students there are now
practically only the rich and the newly rich. A's are easy to come by, B's are

the consolation prize; and unusual lack of attentiveness or failure to com-
plete assignments results in a C. An F is an achievement, preferred by some
to a C because it seems the result of an act of will on the part of its recipient

rather than a sign of mediocrity. D had disappeared. With 40 to 60 percent

ol the students receiving honors, graduation ceremonies become something
of an embarrassment for universities that regard themselves and are re-

garded as standard-bearers, for everyone knows that this is not a result of a

breakthrough in pedagogy but of a cheapening of the product.

Allan IMoam is Hrofa$or in the Committee on Social Thought andat the Collegt ofthe University of

Chicago.
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CONSEQUENCES OF GRADE INFLATION

But what is wrong with this, particularly since there is good reason to think

that college students are working as hard as they ever did, certainly harder

than they did in the late sixties? The old system ofgrading was after all only

a convention, and we simply adapted over time to a new one. Well, in the

first place, the devalued currency may still serve for domestic purposes; but

external consumers, that is, the professional schools (the market to which

our products are now largely seeking to appeal), no longer trust our seal of

approval. The college record does not reveal real talents or achievements,

certainly not true superiority. Hence they rely on letters of recommendation

and standardized tests. And since lerrers have suffered the same kind of

inflation (after all, they are written by the professors who give the grades

and whose generosity is encouraged by governmental threats to confi-

dentiality), the tests emerge triumphant, possessing at least a certain harsh

objectivity. So students too begin to consider the tests as genuine measures

of accomplishment, and the machines of the Educational Testing Service-

replace the universities as the source of evaluation and standards. The idea

of a liberal education with its multiplicity tn unity, the variety of learning

and sensitivity that it promotes, begins to fade as its authority, never

effective for more than a brief moment in any event, is supplanted. The

student can hardly take the university very seriously as the source oi educa-

tion, rather than as a propadeutic to vocational training, if it is not master

in its own world, if what it uniquely gives is not understood to be what

prepares him for the life he is going to lead. It is one thing for a student to

want to be a doctor but know that a distinct university experience precedes

medical training and that his admissibility to medical school will be deter-

mined by his undergraduate performance. It is quite another thing if he

thinks that the university is preparing him for specialized examinations in

the profession of his choice. In this latter case, the integrity and indepen-

dence of this civilizing pause in life are undermined. It is somehow absurd

that the four years of study and experience, which can reveal a student's

virtues in a comprehensive and concrete way, are depreciated in favor of a

one-shot test.

But there is much more. In spite of the meaninglessness of grades, the

new dispensation has made grade-grubbers of the students. The grade-

point average docs count for something. The to is almost assured, thus the A

becomes extremely desirable and apparently within the reach of almost

anyone. So many A's are given that an A cannot be proof of real talent lor or

mastery of the discipline in question; if is merely useful for the larger

purpose of keeping averages high. This heavy concentration on grades for

their own sake is a direct consequence of the prejudice against grading of

the sixties. Then it was argued that one should seek knowledge lor its own

sake, and ungraded or pass-fail course options were insisted on. Mindless

reformism in its indifference to reality had its usual result, the exact op-

|>osite of what is intended.
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Doubtless, the desire for distinction is not the same as concern for

knowledge, but it is a powerful motive that can attract the young to studies

they may later learn to love for themselves. If grades represent real achieve-

ment in a discipline, they act both as guardians of it and incentives for

respecting it. Grades and honors are, ifproperly used, a means to education;

disinterested love of knowledge is its proper result. The agitation against

grades took this rare result of a good education to be the common possession

of every beginning student. The success of that agitation suppressed both

the motive for achievement and the awe for disciplines whose teachers do

not respect them. But it did nothing to excise the natural love ofhonor from

the souls of the young. This passion to be first, allied with the practical

necessity for ranking students imposed by the outside world, preserved the

importance of grades (which had inflated partly as a way of having grades

while making them meaningless). The grade is thus both pursued and

despised. Its significance in relation to the learning of a discipline has been

effectively destroyed.

The consequences have been severe for the morale of students. There is

now a certain self-irony, for they are aware that this sort of egalitarianism is

fraudulent. Legitimate egalitarianism lets you be what you are; demagogic

egalitarianism tells you that you are what you know you are not. Ifeveryone

is said to be beautiful, then the word loses its meaning without anyone's

having benefited or even having been persuaded. It is ridiculous to say that

half of all tailors or farmers or doctors are.excellent and that practically all

the rest are very good. Rather than leveling, our university egalitarianism

has raised everyone into the aristocracy of the intellect. Of course, students

don't believe any of this. They want real measures of their worth. They

simply cease to respect the university as a place to be tested and formed for

life and come to doubt the seriousness of their teachers.

And the whole cause of learning is done a grave disservice by the obvious

arbitrariness of standards. Just as the college diploma no longer guarantees

any definite learning, so the peaks, the honors diplomas in those univer-

sities recognized to be best, have been lowered. We face the danger that the

real, uncompromising standard of truth will slip away from us while we are

busy redistributing the distinction that by nature belongs to the pursuit of

truth.

FACULTY RESPONSIBILITY

I low did all this come to pass? The fault, ofcourse, lies with the professors.

They not only gave the grades but wanted to; and here lies the larger

significance of this tale, for undergraduate grade inflation is only a symp-

tom -of a softening of the university's core. The fuzzing of the external

standard applied to students is the reflection of decay in the internal stan-

dard in the professors' souls. They are no longer sure what they want to

teach or even what they as scholars are doing or aiming at. But to be

somewhat more precise, it is not professors in general whom I am charac-

terizing, it is professors of humanities and social science. And, of course,
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from their part of the university came the grade inflation. The natural

scientists have a clearer grasp of their objects and of what constitutes

distinction in their disciplines; they keep their eyes much more surely on

the inner necessity of their science, are concerned primarily with its acU

vancemeniand view achievements of students with that end in mind.

It does not do to say, as some do, that it was always so, that as long ago as

Aristotle political science was not expected to be as exact as mathematics.

His standards for judging political science were as stringent as those he

applied to mathematics; they were merely of a different kind. And once

degrees with high honors in philosophy or English were as rare as those in

physics. No, something new happened, and it goes to the heart of the

problematic relation of the life of the mind to democratic society. For this

reason mere exhortation or censure will not suffice, any more than calls to

republican virtue rallied the Romans when Rome had become a great

empire. I mean to suggest not that our situation is as hopeless as that of the

Romans, rather that we have to face a fundamental change in our spiritual

situation, not just an egregious slippage in our standards.

RADICAL F.GALITAR1ANISM AND 1NTEI.I.HCTUAL INTEGRITY OF

Till: UNIVERSITY

This weakness or softness in the humanities and social sciences clearly

revealed itself in the 1960s. America went through one of its peritxlic fits of

radical egalitananism.' This is a phenomenon intrinsically connected with

our regime, which is founded explicitly on philosophic principles of equal-

ity. The institutions established to incarnate that equality were intended to

control the most radical egalitarian impulses , those that rebel against the

inequalities necessary to preserve equality and promote human excellence.

But those impulses are always with us, fueled by the presence of unjust

inequalities and by doctrines of equality that do not accept the restraints

thought necessary by the Founding Fathers. There is always the temptation

to rebel against nature, against the natural inequalities of body and soul as

well as against those derived from convention.

In the sixties this humor for the first time in our history struck out

against the universities and intellectual life in general.' Previously our

universities were somehow not the target of American populism passion.
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and the egalitarian response to the great East-Coast universities had been to

build universities in their image across the country. The best American

universities maintained a relatively serious intellectual posture, partly out

of love of truth
,
partly out of snobbism , and partly because they had as

models and censors the European universities, which had, up until World
War II, the very highest standards and produced many truly great scholars.

When the attack on the intellectual integrity of the university came, all

three elements of this structure had already been undermined, and it col-

lapsed at the first assault.

THE MORAL CLIMATE OE THE SIXTIES

One must try to reconstruct what professors were faced with in the sixties to

understand their response. Students were in the vanguard of the onslaught,

and professors found it hard to resist their strongly felt, or at least strongly

expressed, sentiments. For professors, too, are American and find it difficult

to resist public opinion. Moreover, in a country where utility is the domi-

nant principle and the dignity of the theoretical life is correspondingly

diminished, life flourishes only to the extent that those who live it and the

community at large are of the comfortable persuasion rhat theoretical pur-

suits are useful. The quiet voice of reason hesitates before outbursts of moral

indignation. And the first issue that came on the scene was the one best

suited to touch American conscience: race. Slavery was America's greatest

injustice, and it offended our leading, perhaps our only, principle of justice,

equality. No thoughtful and decent citizen could shirk the responsibility of

doing his utmost to stamp out its legacy. Citizenship and scholarship make

different demands on us, and we generally lack a mediating principle. The

university's purpose is to understand, not to change, the world. But that is

not always the view of many of those who are part of it, and in the sixties

many wanted to use the university to reform society.

It was one thing to make every effort to be sure that all those who could

and wanted to participate in the special higher educational community did

so. It was another thing to change its character in order to accommodate

those who had been left out. But the latter happened in spite of, and partly

because of, the best intentions. First, admissions standards were lowered.

Then came a tacit, and sometimes explicit, easing of grading standards.

There followed changes in curriculum and instant discovery of new fields of

si inly to respond to demand. Next there was a fatal agreement to use race as

,i criterion in (he search for (acuity, which meant an abandonment of the

university's hard-won transcendence of race, class, nation, and religion—

a

transcendence based only on the universality of truth. As a consequence,

segregation in housing accommodations and even in the classroom began to

be tolerated. And, finally, one witnessed repeated and ill-resisted attacks on

freedom of speech and freedom of thought. These were joined to an even

more ominous self-doubt as to the integrity of the disciplines— weren't

they alter all more or less subtly racist.-' All this was accompanied by a surge
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of Marxist thinking that interpreted the university— previously held ro be

the symbol and the reality of liberal democracy's devotion to the principle

that the truth shall make men free—as the vehicle of "bourgeois ideology.'"

On the back of the moral sentiments given currency by the civil rights

movement rode the antiwar movement that, although its appeal^-.legit-

imacy as a force within the university had no ground whatsoever, increased

the passions of self-righteousness to such a degree that whatever was de-

manded by its proponents became instantly respectable. The essence of its

appeal was hostility to all authority, not merely the authority of elected -

officials (elections, of course, are all fraudulent) who were sending the

young men to war, but also the authority of tradition and that of teachers,

and, even more, the authority of talent, virtue, science, and the quest for

truth. The university's organization, the distinction between professors and

students, and the primacy of learning over teaching, were understood to be

part of a general system of domination, as was slavery. The result of these

opinions was great suspicion of the faculty, an erosion of its autonomy and

central position in the university, and a further transformation of the curric-

ulum to meet demand, a sweeping away of much of traditional learning

that could not justify itself in the eyes of the students.

The last of the three great waves of moralizing that broke on the univer-

sity was feminism. It took advantage of the general mood or moral cer-

tainty, profited by the analogy to slavery, and claimed a stake in the ideol-

ogy of liberation from domination. Feminism did not alter the tendencies

set afloat by the other waves, it only reinforced them. In particular, it

broadened the attack on the traditional curriculum, in that most works of

literatim- and philosophy can be said to Ik- sexist and thereby discredited,

whereas charges of racism can be leveled at only a few. And insistence that

the university take part in the light againsi sexism, particularly against

conventional male and female roles, required a much mure dilhcult and

questionable etlort because, while almost everyone in universities was

against racial dist inctious and knew in some measure what it would mean to

overcome ihem, at least in the universities, neither of these conditions

prevailed in the case of the women's movement.

The three cardinal sins of the egalitarian creed— racism, sexism, and

elitism—became dogma in the university. Since the scholars eye is very

easily diverted from his elusive goal, which has so little popular appeal, the

whole apparatus set up to fulfill the new goals proved very distracting.

Universities acquired new bureaucrats to oversee the polities, and the old

ones pledged to dedicate themselves to their efficacy. The federal govern-

ment, instructed and emboldened by the example the universities were

themselves selling, had no hesitation abciut imposing affirmative act ion on

them. Many universities assigned to the task an administrator with the

wondrous title of "compliance officer." Now, no one who is thinking about

such things can be thinking abour education and scholarship The special u-
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lar lawsuits that hit the front pages do not tell the real story of the subtle
poison that now permeates the atmosphere of the university. The special
character and vocation of the university and its inner confidence are threat-
ened. Among other things, hypocrisy runs rampant, the hypocrisy of those
who insist the programs work and tamper with the facts or deceive them-
selves, and the hypocrisy of those who believe they don't work but who
know the fatal consequences of being tagged a nonbeliever.

"ANTIELITISM" AND UNIVERSITY PURPOSE
So-called elitism is the vice most directly related ro standards, because
standards are what is meant by elitism. And anrielitism provides the great-
est challenge to the university. A ntiracism and antisexism were only dan-
gerous to the extent that they promote an egalitarianism inimical to the

intellectual life. Properly understood, demands for genuine equality of
blacks and women can be easily met without changing the essential charac-
ter of the university. But the stupid, the tendentious, the self-seeking and
the intellectually lazy cannot be so integrated. The various disciplines

require talents of a sort that are hard ro deny and which no teacher should
(ail ro favor. There is a natural rank order—not necessarily always re-

spected, but always there—that education must encourage, for the good of
the community, for the good of learning, and for justice to individuals.

Elitism is nothing but a pseudoscientific term popularized by social

science which makes something natural seem conventional and perverted.

And, in some measure, the rhetoric of anrielitism was resisted; it was
resisted by the natural scientists. They passed the buck to the social scien-

tists and the humanists, who proved more accommodating. Natural scien-

tists too were Americans and were in general favorably disposed to the new
mood. Hut they were also sure of what they were doing. The optimistic

view that science is the necessary and sufficient condition of democracy

—

the ambience in which science slumbered with good conscience—was
failing, partly under the influence of the radical critique; however, their

objects, the way in which those objects should be studied, and what consti-

tutes truth alxmt them are all clear to scientists and agreed upon. The
model science is mathematics. Perhaps contemporary science has purchased
its authority by a narrowness that is in the long run deleterious to science

itsell; it has certainly done so by making itself incapable of speaking about
anything human and the world of concern to us.

But lor all that, the scientists cannot deceive themselves that they are

teaching science when they are nor. They have powerful Operational mea-
sures ol competence. And inwardly they believe, at least in my experience,

that die only real knowledge is scientific knowledge. In the dilemma that

laced them -mathematicians wanted, for example, to see more blacks and
women hired but could not find nearly enough competent ones—they in

ellecr said that the humanists and social scientists should hire them. Under-
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lying this attitude was a profound contempt for the humanities and social

sciences, although the natural scientist often paid lip service to them.

Indeed, the sixties brought to the surface the submerged fact that the

university no longer has any real unity of purpose , no community of subject

matter or vision. The natural and the human sides of the university are now

almost accidental traveling companions, as it were, sharing the same ship.

Neither really has much need of the other. The split is papered over with

cliches about culture for undergraduate consumption; but after the liberal

education part of the curriculum is gotten through, the two worlds part

company never again to meet.

Believing that there are no real standards on the other side, scientists

assumed that adjustments there could easily be made. With profoundest

irresponsibility, they went along with various aspects of affirmative action,

assuming, for example, that any minority students admitted without

proper qualifications would be taken care of by other departments if they

did not do well in science. The scientists did not anticipate large-scale

failure of such students with the really terrible consequences that would

entail; they rook it for granted that they would succeed somewhere else in

the university.

COLLAPSE OF CONVICTION

The really crucial aspect of this whole story is that the humanists and social

scientists gave in or, rather, gave cheerful assent; for I can only believe that

had they anything like the conviction the scientists had as ro the value and

validity of their work, they would have fought and succeeded in fheir fight.

But that conviction was lacking, and we must address ourselves to the

reasons for that lack of conviction in order to diagnose our ills and prescribe

for them.

In the first place, social science and the humanities deal with the human

world on which the political movements of the sixties and seventies were

trying to impose a new interpretation. For the activists these disciplines

were, to the extent that they in any way promoted differing views, the

enemy that had to he defeated. No radical group, so far as 1 know, thought

relativity or evolution notions that had to be opposed.' Only certain appli-

cations of natural sciences— providing arms lor imperialism or technology

for capitalists in their efforts to pollute the environment— were con-

demned, and scientists could easily disavow such uses of their work and

were eager to do so.

But American historians taught that equality is the fundamental princi-

ple of this regime and that this principle, subscribed to by all the Founding

Fathers, in the long run doomed slavery. These professors were by their very

teachings enemies of those whose interest was to show that this regime is

3. Earlier communists, nf emir* . did. Hut the movements of the sixties were

theoretical and less concerned with wrlf-comnuliaion.

less
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root and branch racist and must be supplanted by another. In order to keep

in the good graces of the wave of the future, so famous a historian as

Edmund Morgan had a sudden conversion and found that equality was an

ideological invention of the Virginia aristocrats to deceive poor whites into

allying with rich ones to keep down the slaves rather than following their

true class interests, which would have dictated solidarity ofpoor whites and

blacks.
4 Thus history makes its autocritique and purges itself of racism.

Only those who were willing to make such concessions could avoid the

danger of frightful accusations and of losing their moral footing as equality

moved forward.

But it is not only that the humanists and social scientists were alone in

the front lines that caused their weakness. Rather, concurrently, they were

experiencing an inner doubt about the reality of their disciplines. In the

simplest terms, they too believe that knowledge is scientific knowledge and

that to the extent they are not scientific, they have no foundations. Here the

situations of the humanities and the social sciences diverge. They are united

in that both must talk about human things and that tht model ofscience or

knowledge makes it very difficult to do so. But their responses to this

difficulty differ. The social sciences try in one way or another to be scientific,

to quantify the study of man and thus break away from the tainted embrace

of the humanists and escape to join the naturalists in their white laboratory

garb. The humanists, in contrast, seek another source oflegitimacy, hoping

the sciences will cede them a little piece of their empire, which they will

promise not to explain away. Imagination and creativity are typical watch-

words against the advance of science, but they prove increasingly empty to

the extent that they cannot find a place in nature.

REACTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

This difference accounts for the difference between the humanities and

social sciences in their reactions to the demands placed on them by students

and the community. The social sciences, with the partial exception of

economics, had long since abandoned the attempt to give a simply mechan-

ical account of man and society in favor of Max Weber's method that

distinguishes facts from values. Social facts, like natural facts, admit of

scientific treatment. Social science, it was alleged, had not previously

succeeded because it mixed value judgments with factual statements. A
value-free social science could attain to the same kind of objectivity as

natural science. But this assertion is at the same time an admission that

something specifically human escapes the purview of science. And that

something is what is most important from the point of view of life. Protes-

tantism, democracy, and science are all equally values, themselves unsup-

ported by reason, that form and transform the facts reason apprehends.

4. American Slavery, American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia (New York: Norton,

IV7H
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Thus when students accused social scientists of studying the wrong

things, of being indifferent to values and marching to the drum of those

who paid them, the latter had very little to say in response. They could not

criticize the students" values on rational grounds; they were actually intimi-

dated by those values, both in their content and by the students' commit-

ment to them. They could not seriously defend academic freedom because it

is merely one value, a preference no more valid than any other preference.

Hot commitment at least evidences its holder's concern for values, a claim

that cool reason cannot make. In the topsy-turvy perspective introduced by

the fact-value distinction, irrational intensity becomes a means , the only

means, of validating preferences. The students brought this home to their

teachers. There was a premium on commitment, real or feigned (and there

are no objective criteria for distinguishing between the two); and the social

scientists began to wonder whether their preference for liberal democracy

was not just conformism as opposed to the more unconventional preferences

of the students.

David Uaston, in a presidential address to the American Political Science

Association, gave the res|x>nse.** He said, in essence, that social scientists

had been insensitive to value questions and that if the students, now called

"post-hchavioralists," would leave them be, in the future social science

would be useful to their ends. He handed over the sword of sovereignty to

them and surrendered the university to the only two forces that have much

vitality in the contemporary world, science and public opinion. And, as

scientists frequently see with anguish, public opinion is the senior partner.

Science provides the .power;- public opinion decides how it will be used.

Haston admitted that reason and hence the university have no standard with

which to guide, instruct, or resist the preferences of public opinion. He

called for more "engagement" on the part of the social sciences, an engage-

ment responding to the demand lor "relevance."

REACTION OF THE HUMANITIES

Professors of the humanities, in contrast, reacted with a kind ol despair.

They sensed themselves to be irrelevant, for what did Sophocles or Milton

have rodo with the urgent issues of the day.'' Many of them threw in their lot

with the revolution almost as a form ol penance lor having idled in green

pastures while (here was suffering in ihe world. The humanities were in an

uncomfortable posit ion. They do not have the authority of science, and they

are somehow connected with tradition, style, and form all of which art-

contrary to the taste ofdemocracy and anathema to the radical movements.

The peculiar agony ol their situation can be judged by (he kind of argu-

ments aUiut proper writing style to which teachers of English have had to
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stoop and by how many of them have joined the attack on grammar. The
humanities curriculum was ravaged in the sixties. Respect for and knowl-
edge of the classics have declined drastically.

The humanities had no response like that of Easton's to make. They
could only stand idly by, watching their clientele leave and preparing to
water down what they served What happens to standards in the humanities
when the old literature is not taken seriously is illustrated by an example
the Oxford English Dictionary gives for standard "We always return to the
writings of the ancients as the standard of true taste. " This is the polar star
of the humanities as is mathematics for the natural sciences. When it does
not shine, we are adrift; and the fact that it was clouded over is the cause of
the easy capitulation, which in turn is the cause of its near extinction.

The humanities are the realm ofdeepest crisis. To begin with, nobody is

quire sure what they are. The field has no rhyme or reason. If one looks at
natural sciences one sees the sense of its divisions and also their interconnec-
tions. They can give an account of themselves. Although the status of the
social sciences is much more problematic, something similar can be said of
them. The humanistic part of the university in contrast is just a heap of
departments without any discernible order or vision of a whole of which
they are parts, no account of what kind of knowledge they are seeking or
what they contribute to the education ofthe whole man. At best, with a sort
of insecure snobbism, they say they stand for culture. The field looks like a
pile of leftovers—the incomprehensible and humane residue—after the
various sciences divided up the world. In the midst of the humanities sits
the enfeebled giant philosophy, which once had the overview of the disci-
plines and assigned them their place in the coherent whole of human
knowledge. It has become, mostly, either history of philosophy, that is,

history of now refuted attempts to establish such an overview, or methods of
science, the rules by which the disciplines must be played. Nobody really
looks for the truth, or a significant portion of it, in the humanities. They
seem to exist as the shrine of the unsatisfied longings for knowledge of the
good life.

v

HUMANISTS AND SCIENTISTS

Illustrative of our present intellectual situation is a recent article in TheNnu
York 'Hum describing the visit ofa professor ofmusic to Rockefeller Univer-
sity. The life scientists working there brought bag lunches and listened to
the musicologist's lecture. The project was inspired by C. P. Snows silly
ideas about the two cultures, the rift between which will be healed if

humanists learn the second law of thermodynamics and physicists read
Shakespeare. This enterprise would, of course, be something other than an
exercise in tolerance and spiritual uplift only if the physicists learned
something important for his physics from Shakespeare and the humanist
similarly profited from the second law of thermodynamics. The fact is that
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nothing of rhe sort ensues, that for the scientist the humanities are recrea-

tion (often deeply respected by him, for he sees tha* more is needed than

what he offers but is puzzled about where to find it), and that for the

humanist rhe natural sciences are at best indifferent, at worst the alien and

the hostile.

The Times quoted Joshua Lederberg, the president of Rockefeller Univer-

sity, an institution from which philosophy was recently banished, as saying

after the lecture that C. P. Snow was on the right track but "counted

wrong," there are not two but many cultures, one example of which is that

of the Beatles. This represents the ultimate trivialization of a trivial idea

that was just a rest station on a downward slope. Lederberg did not see in

the humanities the human knowledge that complements the study of na-

ture but just another expression of what is going on in the world. In the

end, it is all more or less sophisticated show business. Culture here lias

exactly the same debased meaning it has in sociology when youth or drug

"cultures" are spoken of. What originally had high meaning becomes

eviscerated and meaningless in a sea of democratic relativism. Setts tntendu

in Lederberg 's statement and almost everyone's belief is that natural science

has a special status. The rest is just a matter of opinion or taste. There is no

human truth for the humanities to get at.

THE BANEFUL INFLUENCE OF NIETZSCHE

This crisis in the intellectual unity of the university and the concomitant

lack of communication among its members have been brewing for a very

long time, and the university disturbances only sharpened them and made

them more obvious. From antiquity through the eighteenth century, sci-

ence was an articulated whole, each of whose parts was necessary and

coherent with the rest. Man was one part of nature , and the study ol man

was understood to be a rational natural science . The teachings ol physics

and biology were not such as to make man as we know him incomprehen-

sible. The great philosophers were equally great natural scientists and great

political scientists. But toward the end of the eighteenth century
,
physics

had emancipated itself and attained what wus_ believed to be metaphysical

neutrality. Its. results contributed little or nothing to the original question

of philosophy. What is the good life? Nature as it appeared in mathematical

atomism was too low to act as a standard for morality.

Under the aegis of philosophy a new organization of the sciences was

established that seemed to save the hitman phenomena. The distinction

between nature and freedom, or nature and history, was established. Natu-

ral science was to study nature, and human science man. The distinction

was founded on what were argued to be two dimensions of the real. 'I he

human sciences, particularly history
,
philology, esthetics , and morality,

were to provide the rational basis for the understanding of man and the

answers to the questions of greatest concern tit him. Under the influence of

this inspiration the great nineteenth-century scholarship flourished: it had
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its purpose in the moral result that was expected of it. However, the results

were not such as to justify rhe expectations of, for example, Kant , while the

separation from nature had become permanent. The aimlessness and dis-

piritcdness of the human sciences were powerfully diagnosed by Nietzsche

among others as early as the 1870s. And he added a new element to the

academic malaise by arguing powerfully that the human sciences could

never be sciences, that reason about human things was but rationalization.

He invented the term value in its modern sense and argued that values are

products of the unconscious and works of art.

Nietzsche's teachings, which were profoundly antiacademic, became a

powerful part of academic opinion and a major element in the lack of

coherent purpose in the human studies. The impulse he gave did not

establish new disciplines or revitalize rhe old ones. Rather, it contributed to

their self-doubt and an eagerness to attach themselves to modernism in the

nonacademic arts. The new social sciences invaded their domain and took

away a large part of the belief that important truths were to be learned from

them. They became otiose and largely antiquarian. While natural science

went from success to success, the place of the humanities in the university

was preserved by tradition, not by any living need for them. And their

primary function came to be preservation of tradition.

DEMOCRACY AND THE VOCATION OF THE HUMANITIES

But this is just where modern regimes are most inimical to the intellectual

life. As Tocqueville so brilliantly showed, men in democracies have confi-

dence in their own judgments and above all accept no authorities. Tradition

is just information. Moreover, the principle of utility dominates rheir lives.

Natural science can be admired for its utility in the production of well-

being. But the humanities cannot; and to the extent they try to justify

themselves on utilitarian grounds to an audience motivated by utility, they

corrupt themselves. They are of value precisely because they are reminders

of something other than utility. Their highest vocation in a democracy is to

present alternatives to the dominant views of man and the flood life for the

sake of freedom of the mind. But that vocation is most threatened and least

appreciated in a democracy. When the humanists themselves doubt the

value of tradition, the cause is hopeless. Only the most uncompromising

awareness of and attention to the authentic seriousness of Plato or Shake-

speare can keep the flame alive.

And I contend that that concern is now very weak. The latest trend

(succeeding many others, all of which had as their purpose to find some-

thing useful in the classics without having to take them seriously as au-

thorities) is criticism, particularly a new brand, a Nietzscheanism at third

hand. One form of it is called deconstructionism, which is premised on the

impossibility of understanding authors as they understood themselves.

This means that we cannot look for objective wisdom in the writers of the

past. We are, as it were, the creators of the texts. Whether intentionally or
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not, this conceit most successfully of all cats us off from the influence of the

past and is the final step in democratization The teachers of this view are

the Huey Longs of the intellectual world, every man a critic.

My argument is that the humanities above all should be the source of

standards for the university as a whole, as opposed to the specialized criteria

provided by natural science^. The dedication to the great classics of philoso-

phy and literature generates nonarbitrary standards , and the motive of that

dedication is the relevance of those classics to our situation .
For we can only

recognize that there is an intellectual crisis in the light 01 the standards they

provide. They may not have the answers, but they can show us both the

questions and give us guidance about how to study them. The burning issue

always and especially now is the place of man in nature. Contempt of that

issue is the source of the disunity in the university. The disease is above all in

the humanities, and the cure lies there, too
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Philosophy and the Founding
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and future on the eve of the Bicentennial year. Some of you may be
-I'H surprised that I, in consultation with the Nevada Humanities
omnulicc, have chosen a political theme for this lecture, since the
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error is corrected that classic literature will become truly important
for us again.

Think for a moment of Shakespeare. Can one read Julius Caesar

seriously without powerfully experiencing what the republic meant
to Caesar and to his opponents? Is Prince Hal to be understood
without reflecting on the meaning of monarchy? To forget the po-
litical dimension of these works in favor of concentration on the

personal psychology of the heroes or the form of the works is to

denature them. Humans are political animals, and the risks and the
rewards of political life are a large part of their fulfillment. And, of

course, the choice between monarchy and republicanism was one
that faced the founders of our nation. Similarly, they had to con-

front the tendency toward mob rule within republics so vividly de-

picted by Shakespeare in the Roman plays. They were profoundly
conscious of the range of political possibilities and built a constitu-

tion intended to be the best possible solution to the political prob-

lem and to avoid the difficulties inherent in every regime. They had
to be readers because all these possibilities were not present to be
experienced in their time; they did not want a form of government
intended to avoid difficulties that they faced in the here and now,
only to fall, as a result of their solutions, into dangers that seemed
distant in the present.

To found a people, one must have the fullest rational and imagi-

native grasp of the human situation . Similarly, Lincoln needed
Macbeth to come to terms with the problem of ambition, the prob
lem personally faced by all great statesmen. Great poetry and great

philosophy are the nourishment of those who undertake the great-

est political task, and they in turn were the most interesting sub-
jects of poets and philosophers from Homer and Plato until only
yesterday. Such is the deep sense of what we call the humanities;

and it is the sense that we need in order to recapitulate for our-

selves, as we must, the experience of the founding of our nation.

We have tended not to take monarchy, for example, seriously be-

cause the success of the American experiment was so great, but

such success risks turning into self-satisfaction and a dulling of

the awareness that we are always threatened, that our beliefs and
our convictions arc the soul not only of our founding but of our
continuation.

It is not only the broad sense of human nature and politics pro-

vided by the humanities that is requisite to reconstitute the Consli-
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tution in our minds, but also, in particular, the reflection on the
principles of politics contained in that branch of the humanities
called political philosophy. Political philosophy is the quest for

knowledge of the good or the best regime. The founders were ex-
quisitely educated in the tradition of political philosophy. Contrary
to popular notions, this is not a practical nation that left theoretical

studies to ineffectual Europeans. It is rather the most theoretical

nation ever to exist. Not basing themselves on tradition, revelation,

or any authority, starting afresh in the full light of day, a group of
enlightened individuals constructed a regime intended to bring
into life certain self-evident, i.e., available to the reason of all

people, truths arrived at by philosophic reflection. This was the
first regime founded by philosophy and philosophers, meant to be
an example to all and a liberation from the burden of the past. What
is more, all Americans were understood to be capable of reproduc-
ing the thought of the Constitution and of choosing the govern-
ment established by it on the basis of their own compelling reason.
The Constitution was therefore accompanied by a manifesto of its

intention, one of the greatest of all pieces of political rhetoric, the
Declaration of Independence, and by a commentary on its mean-
ing, which, if not precisely political philosophy, is informed by po-
litical philosophy— the Federalist. These documents were meant to

be read by all Americans and to persuade them both of the truth of
the underlying principles and of the goodness of the regime into
which those principles had been translated. Love of truth, not rev-
mMice, was to be the prevailing disposition of an enlightened citi-

zenry. The founders had studied the classical philosophers and his-
torians with unrivaled care and intelligence and in particular were
impressed with John Locke. Our carelessness, nay, indifference,
about such things has put us in the position of no longer having
good reasons for adherence to our institutions. Look at the Fed-
eralist, and see what ordinary citizens were supposed to under-
stand then.

The question of political philosophy, what is the good regime,
was to have been the question of every American. The very sophis-
tication that now sees this question as naive might be a measure of
l he distance we have traveled from the American founders and
might give us pause, wondering whether that distance does not
separate us from concern for and understanding of the regime. It

would behoove us in the coming Bicentennial year to concentrate
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less on celebrations than on the lost art of meditation on what we
bebeve now, what we can really believe in our age of relativism,

Marxism, utilitarianism, nihilism, capitalism, communism, Freud-

ianism, historicism, pragmatism, and existentialism—all of which

are at more or less of a remove from and in tension with the in-

alienable natural righto of the Declaration of Independence that

were incorporated in our republican form of government.

During the past two centuries successive powerful waves of

thought that were generated (with the exception of pragmatism) in

Europe have swept across the United States, and it is important to

assess their effect on our souls. I can illustrate my meaning by ref-

erence to preconstitutional views. The signers of the Declaration of

Independence told a candid world that they held certain truths to

be self-evident. These truths were not values or myths; and their

self-evidence was such that blood could be spilled on their au-

thority and responsible people could revolt in their name. Implicit

in their declaration was the untruth of those opinions that were

used to legitimize all other regimes in the world. Regimes that did

not accept equality or freedom , did not derive their authority from

the consent of the governed, and did not conceive their sole func-

tion as the protection of the natural rights for the sake of which

people consent lo be governed were declared false, bad, and unjust

by the Declaration. It was taken for granted that Americans as

Americans would believe the Declaration's principles lo be truly

good and just . Such belief was to be the heart and soul of the re-

gime without which the specific institutions would be lifeless

bodies.

The founders correctly assumed that the old principles, although

still embodied in the other existing regimes, had become unbeliev-

able and were hence dying, if not dead, and that those regimes

would have to be reformed or overthrown. Although we do not

necessarily take the founders' principles seriously, we automati-

cally accept the falseness of the ancient political claims that under-

lay aristocracies , monarchies, and theocracies . We tend to forget

the grand moral and religious inspirations allied to those claims

and, therefore, we forget the enormous overcoming that was re-

quired to do them in and the imperious need lo have principles in

which serious people believe in order to underpin any serious

regime.

However that may be, given the character of the later challenges

to the founding principles, we may now very well be in the same

situation aswere theold regimes at the time of the Revolution; taking

for granted what cannot be taken for granted, assuming the viability

of arrangements that no longer have a foundation in conviction.

I have become even more mindful of the gravity of our problem

since I originally agreed to speak on this subject. Recently I had the

occasion to hear distinguished professors of law and federal judges

talking about the Constitution. And I must report that it was sur-

prising and shocking to discover how little they took it seriously,

how far they were from believing they had anything to learn from

the founders. These persons covered the whole range of our politi-

cal spectrum, from Left to Right, and had widely differing agen-

das. They had in common only an indifference to the Constitution

tis a possible inspiration for their own understanding of what the

United States is or ought to be. The most obvious source of this ne-

glect or contempt is the progress in the United States of one of

those European schools of thought, historicism. This expresses it-

self most simply in the view that eighteenth-century thought is too

primitive lo help us in twentieth-century deed. During the Ken-

nedy administration some of its intellectuals thought it a brilliant

put-down to say about someone, "Me has one of the best minds of

the 18th century"—implying that Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., was of in-

linilely more use to us now than Alexander Hamilton would be.

Or, as one law professor at a meeting I attended put it, "If we were
forced to follow the dental practices of 1787, we would all have

wooden teeth like George Washington." He believed, as most of us

somehow do, that as we surpass our ancestors in knowledge of

medicine, so we surpass them in knowledge of politics. Something
like belief in progress underlies most of our thought. The founders,

on the other hand, hoped and expected that there would be great

progress in the useful sciences, but were confident that nothing

would supersede the natural rights belonging to individuals and
that their abandonment would certainly be the opposite. of prog-

ress. They boldly asserted that the most fundamental truths about

politics were known to them and would always be the same. .

I lisloricism undermines what were thought to be the essential

k'liefs in a variety of ways. According to historicists, there are no
permanent principles. Human nature itself is not permanent, so

what is most important changes from generation to generation. It

denies the very possibility of foundings. Regimes grow and are not
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the result of conscious political choices and decisions made by

statesmen. Therefore, these institutions are not particularly mean-

ingful, and the founders were not really responsible. The state of

nature and natural rights are myths appropriate to that particular

period but are no longer true or useful. The founders were slave-

holders and were rich, and therefore the limited or restrained de-

mocracy, or the republic, they instituted was a reflection of their

racist and elitist ideology. When one looks at things in this way,

there is no incentive to see whether the arguments made in the Fed-

eralist about the risks run by democracy and the need for restraints

for the sake of democracy are still important for us, for we are al-

ready sure that they are not. There is surely no reason to respect

the Constitution.

More surprising to me than the views just cited, which are more

common on the Left, are the views 1 hear enunciated by conser-

vatives, some of them appointed to the highest courts by Ronald

Reagan. They, too, are historicists and tend to identify what is most

important about the United States with the free market, or capi-

talism, and to regard the advanced science of economics as the best

guide for political and legal judgment. Actually, although they

think of themselves as very up-to-date, their ancestry is in another

eighteenth-century school of thought, utilitarianism, and in its

founder, Jeremy Hentham. That school arose at about the same time

as the founding, but understood itself to be mure modern. It

stemmed, as did constitutional thought, from the philosophy of

John Locke and agreed with the founders that civil society exists to

protect the property of its members. But the utilitarians simplified

Locke's teaching in a variety of ways, making the increase of prop-

erty the sole goal of civil society. They abandoned the state of na-

ture and natural rights as, to use Kentham's phrase, "nonsense on

stilts." Society exists for "the greatest e/K>d of the greatest number,
"

not to protect individual rights, Locke argued that the rights to

"life, liberty and the pursuit of prosperity" are, properly under-

stood, both just and useful to society as a whole. Utilitarianism, as

its very name indicates, thought only the useful important and

treated the just as metaphysical hash, to the extent it differed from

the useful. "Maximization" and "efficiency" are the words one

typically hears from utilitarians. The private, selfish calculations ol

individuals in the market constitute the system of human relations

that allows humans to associate peaceably and to increase their
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well-being. This system is understood to work almost automati-

cally, and the greatest threat to it would appear to be government

and its intervention in the network of free exchange.

The Constitution must then be judged according to its effect on
the efficient operation of the market, and much of it becomes ques-

tionable in that tight—for example, federalism and the separa-

tion of powers can be very cumbersome. A free-marketeer tends to

limit and restrain government as much as possible without asking

whether the founders had other civic intentions in addition to

the encouragement of market activity. Slavery would be judged bad
because it is economically inefficient, not because it violates the

natural rifiht to liberty. Politics serves economics, not economics

politics. Coolidge's famous formula, 'The business of America is

business," encapsulates the economistic view. The nation is not

something good in itself, and the market—which is most efficient

when largest and thus tends to go beyond the nation

—

is a more
profound phenomenon than the nation. Considerations of civic

virtue are beyond the ken of such an economic understanding of

politics. Milton Friedman found no difficulty in recommending a

wholly professional army, where the motive for service is pay, not

patriotism.

Here the founders had the deeper view, and investigation into

their views would help us to avoid dangerous political mistakes and
to criticize plausible simplifications. They understood Locke.

And Locke, of course, himself was still much more of a political

scientist than an economist, for the market, the peaceful competi-

tion lor the acquisition of goods, requires the prior existence of the

social contract, the agreement to abide \>y contracts and the estab-

lishment of a judge to arbitrate and enforce contracts, without

which we are in a state of war. The market presupposes the exis-

tence of law and the absence of war. War was the condition of hu-

manity prior to the existence of civil society, and the return to war
is always possible. The force and fraud required to end war have
nothing to do with the market and are illegitimate within it. The
rational behavior of people at peace, in which economics spe-

cializes, is not the same as the rational behavior of people at war, as

was sit tellingly pointed out by Machiavetli.

j
Political science is more comprehensive than economics because

it studies both peace and war and their relations. The market can-

not be the sole concern of the polity, for the market depends on the

Utkt
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polity, and the establishment and preservation of the poUty contin-

uously requires reasonings and deeds that are uneconomic or inef-

ficient. Fotirical action must have primacy overeconomic action, no

matter what the effect on the market. This is why economists have

had so little reliable to say about foreign policy, for nations are in

the primitive state of war with each other that individuals were in

prior to the social contract; that is, they have no commonly recog-

nized judge to whom they can turn to settle their disputes.

The policy advice of some economists during the Vietnam War

led to an attempt to set up a kind of market between the United

States and North Vietnam, with the United States making the cost

of South Vietnam prohibitive to North Vietnam. But the North

Vietnamese refused to play. Political science must always contem-

plate war with its altogether different risks, horrors, thrills, and

gravity. Churchill formulated the difference between a political per-

spective and a market perspective in commenting on Coolidge's

refusal to forgive the British war debts in the twenties (which con-

tributed, according to Churchill, to the destabilization of Germany,

with the consequences about which we all know). Coolidge said,

"They hired the money, didn't they?"; to which Churchill re-

sponded, 'This is true, but not exhaustive." Political science must

be exhaustive, and this makes it a sticky subject for those who want

to reform it so as to accord with the abstract projects of science.

Consciously or unconsciously, economics deals only with the bour-

geois, the person motivated by fear of violent death. The warlike

human is not within its ken. Political science remains the only so-

cial science discipline that looks war in the face, and it was the

founders' science.

Older generations of thoughtful Americans were aware of the

constant obligation to rethink and how much depended on such

rethinking. I was always struck, for example, by the difference be-

tween Frank Knight, one of the great teachers at Chicago in my day,

the founder of the famous Chicago School of Economics, and his

younger colleagues in economics. Knight was God-obsessed; thai

is, he was an atheist who talked about the religious question cease-

lessly and attended every lecture about it on campus and always

had something strong to say to the lecturer. He was a kind of mid-

American Voltaire. And this was not just a personal tic of a free-

market economist. It was for him, I believe, a necessity of his trade.

He knew if Christianity were simply true, the free market and its
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motives would not only be sinful but would coQapee and should
probably be forbidden. The world had to be demystified befora the
hope of salvation could be replaced by the sober quest for physical

well-being as the central concern of human lives. He knew that

Christianity was a serious alternative and a serious opponent, not
just another preference. Utility still had its older sense for him—
consisting in those goods that contribute to preservation of the

body and to its avoidance of pain and pursuit of pleasure, as op-
posed to imaginary goods like the avoidance of Hell and the pursuit

of Heaven, the really useful as opposed to the superhuman felici-

ties known only by hearsay. Knight was aware that the understand-
ing of the world presented by Locke and, in large measure, con-
tinued by Smith had conquered in the world; but he knew that it

was always threatened, and threatened by ideas. Most people do
not have coherence in their thought, just as their deeds frequently

do not match their speeches, but in the long run people, and espe-
cially societies, pay the price for their inconsistencies. There are in-

deed those who are Marxists and democrats, but finally the two
must conflict, for self-government is a contradiction in terms for

one who claims all government is exploitation of the governed.
Almost all of the later movements of thought are more or less ex-

plicitly criticisms of the thought that grounded the Constitution,

and their peculiar force for us is that they begin by accepting the
natural equality of humans and the other leading principles of the

Constitution-makers; they are not throwbacks, not a return to the

old principles seemingly discredited by history, but even more up-
to-date renditions of the peculiarly modern insight. This is largely

true even for conservatism in its various forms. And, in my study
of political philosophy, I have discovered that the source for all of
those schools is one thinker of overwhelming power who is not in

high repute in the Anglo-Saxon world and who is almost exclu-

sively, although erroneously, identified with the Left: Jean-Jacques
Kntisscau.

Knusseau had completed his work just prior to the American
Involution, but he anticipated that there would be an age of revolu-

tions in which the new philosophy would be put into practice, and
he made his objections to it in advance. It was Locke, the genius of
l|ie founders, a man he much admired, who Rousseau took to be
the fullest expression of modern politics and whose political solu-

tions he criticized while radicalizing them. Rousseau's powerful
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rhetoric was responsible for much of the extremism that differenti-

ated the French Revolution from the American Revolution. And
evenmore he affected the intellectual dimate of Europe in its judg-

ment of America and its aspirations for its own future in ways that

still endure. When one looks at the Constitution and the Federalist,

on the one hand, and the Social Contract, on the other, the latter

could seem to be a response to the former. Where the one encour-

ages a large territory and a large population, the other praises a

small territory and a small population, giving rise to longings for

roots or community. Where the one institutes representation, the

other insists on public assemblies of all the citizens, giving rise to

longings for participatory democracy. Whereas the one is silent

about religion (and the First Amendment provides freedom of reli-

gion as well as separation of Church and State), the other founds a

new civil religion and promotes hostility to Christianity as con-

trary to freedom and to attachment to the community.

The Preamble begins, "We the people . .
." unproblematically.

For Rousseau the transition from the band of individuals to a people

with a common sentiment and a common good was the most diffi-

cult task of the political art, a creation, the model for which was

Moses turning a collection of runaway slaves into the conquering

Jewish people by the discipline of forty years in the desert and the

imposition of the Law. And for Rousseau the most important kind

of legislation was moral, whereas the Constitution and the feder-

alist are silent about it. Separation of powers, while impeding direct

rule, attempts to substitute political institutions for the good charac-

ter of people , thus discouraging the development of gixxi character.

Rousseau characterized modern politics in the following way:

"Ancient political thinkers incessantly talked about morals and vir-

tue, those of our time talk only of commerce and money." Aristotle

taught that the purpose of the legislator is to make humans good

and doers of noble deeds. Locke said that people institute govern-

ments for themselves in order to protect their property. Locke

taught that humans were first in a state of nature with concerns

only for self-preservation. This means in effect that an individual

seeks property for the sake of that self-preservation. What moves a

person to give up natural independence is the threat from others to

the possession and use of that person's property. Thus, the scojx1 ol

government is narrowed and its functions simplified. Locke laid

the groundwork, if not for an independent science of economics, at

least for one that could count on the liberation ofhuirum acquisitive

impulses. For the ancients, economics wns subpoBtical and strictly

subordinate to politics. In Locke, for the first time, it comes to the

center of the political stage, although, as I have said, it is still subor-

dinate to political science.

Rousseau's criticism does not in any sense mean that he dis-

agreed fundamentally with Locke about natural freedom, equality,

and concern with self-preservation. Rousseau did not long for the

ancient city in which virtue was the end. What he claimed was that

the so-called economic motives do not suffice for the establishment

of a decent civil society or one that adequately protects natural

freedom and equality. Virtue must again become central to political

science, not, however, as the end of politics but as a means to civil

freedom. Locke tried to ensure an almost automatic transition from

the natural to the civil state, but Rousseau argued that natural

inclinations do not suffice to make citizens out of individuals.

Whether or not the state of nature is believed in anymore, all po-

litical thought after Locke has taken humans to be naturally un-

civil, and it has more or less assumed what Locke taught by the

means of the state of nature—this is true of Smith, Bentham, Kant,

Tocqueville, Hegel, Marx, Mill, Nietzsche, and Freud. And prac-

tically all of them felt constrained to address the problems raised

by Rousseau concerning the sociality of humans in Locke's scheme.

Rousseau formulated the problem in this way:

Natural man is entirely for himself. He is numerical unity, the

absolute whole which is relative only to itself or its kind. Civil

man is only a fractional unity dependent on the denominator;

his value is determined by his relation to the whole, which is

the social bt>dy. Ciood social institutions are those that best

know how to denature man, to take his absolute existence

from him in order to give him a relative one and transport the 1

into the common unity, with the result that each individual be-

lieves himself no longer one but a part of the unity and no
longer feels except with the whole. ...

He who in the civil order wants to preserve the primacy of

the sentiments of nature does not know what he wants. Al-

ways in contradiction with himself, always floating between
' his inclinations and his duties, he will never be either man or

citizen. I le will be good neither for himself nor for others. He
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will be one of these men of our days: a Frenchman, an English-

man, a bourgeois. He will be nothing.

Rousseau here invented the description of modem humanity that

has dominated the discussions of modern politics, society, and
psychology. Modern politics has brought form a new kind of per-

son, the bourgeois, who, in Hegel's description, which I just men-
tioned, is one "motivated by fear of violent death." My own sum-
mary of Rousseau's description is that such people, when dealing

with others, think only of themselves and, on the other hand, in

their understanding of themselves, think only of others. Witness to

the power of Rousseau's description is that his language became the

language used by both sides in the quarrel between liberal democ-
racy and its critics. Right and Left. The very term has at least a

vaguely negative connotation, and for the opponents of the bour-

geois he has been an obsessional theme for more than two hundred
years now and shows little sign of abating. Modern politics posed

the danger, according to Rousseau, of a fatal diminishing of human-
ity and the reduction of higher motives to lower ones.

Let us try to understand this a bit better. Locke, in looking at hu-

manity's natural state, argued that those who work hard and effi-

ciently could provide wealth for themselves, and he labeled such

people the rational and the industrious. They are peaceable; they

can take care of themselves and by their labors increase Ihe store of

goods for all. There is another kind of person, who dt>es not work
or who does not work well, and this person is needy and a threat to

the property of the others. Locke dubbed them the idle and Ihe

quarrelsome. Locke divided people into two kinds without refer-

ence to their concern for others. Both kinds are selfish and self-

regarding, but the former are the sources of plenty and peace and
the latter the sources of scarcity and war. It follows immediately

that civil society was instituted to protect the former and defend

against the latter. Although the purpose of civil society is lo pre-

serve and encourage natural freedom, the means of doing so are

largely economic, and a truly constituted civil society is one thai

emancipates and protects the human love of gain. Rousseau's enor-

mous success was lo turn the respectable, rational, and industrious

into the bourgeois, and the idle and the quarrelsome into the poor,

needy, disadvantaged, or underprivileged— the same persons, but

the evaluation of them turned upside down.
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put move simply, Rousseau's argument against Locke is that the

selfishness of the isolated individual is innocent and harmless

but becomes noxious and corrupting when such an individual be-

comes essentially related to others or dependent on them. Such a
person uses them as means to ends, that is, exploits mem and can,

with the establishment of money, envision infinite gain without the

limit of natural usefulness. The motives for relations with others

are only mercenary. The effects of becoming social are mutual ex-

ploitation and a pettiness and mean-spiritedness within the indi-

vidual. Rousseau's characteristic effect on succeeding thought can
be found, on the one hand, in attempts to find more radical politi-

cal solutions than those proposed by Locke (e.g., Marx), and, on
the other hand, the literary and psychological attempts to found an
improved human type in contrast to the bourgeois—e.g., roman-
ticism, Nietzsche, and Freud. And everywhere one finds the addi-

tion made by Rousseau to the understanding of human nature

—

compassion . It tempers the harshness of the purely economic
motives. So avid a proponent of the American regime as Tocqueville

found himself compelled to invoke compassion as the corrective to

democratic materialism. All of these philosophers were reacting di-

rectly to this confrontation between Locke and Rousseau.

The breadth and depth of the effects of this confrontation be-

tween the giants of modern political thought are far beyond the

scope of anything I can even touch on in this short presentation,

but I should like to conclude with a few remarks about the question

of private property. Locke very simply taught that what a person
has worked for belongs to that person. Possession of that property

is both just and useful . It is just because a person clearly has pos-

session of his own body; that body requires food, clothing, and
shelter; and the food, clothing, and shelter acquired by the use of

that body, he argued, clearly belong to that person as an extension

of (hat body. It is useful because it enriches society as a whole and
guarantees peace. The social contract is made by free and equal

owners of properly justly acquired and therefore is just. In passing,

it should be repeated that utilitarianism, in casting off all this non-
sense about the state of nature and natural rights, maintained only
an argument for Ihe usefulness or the utility of the protection of

private properly, abandoning argument for the justice of the sys-

•^m. This was the step that established the full-blown doctrine of

capitalism and with it the fully independent science of economics.
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FoilftfMi accepted Locke** view that the right of property is es-

tafatotwd by work, but he put several question marks after it that

have jtnee dogged both theory and practice. Once all die land is

taken and cultivated, those who did not get any are without re-

source. They are not necessarily either idle or quarrelsome, and

now, at very best, they are dependent on the rich for their live-

lihood. Natural freedom and equality disappear. Given the primary

right to lue, there is a conflict between the rights of property own-

ers and the needy in their just and natural claim. If the needy do

not get some satisfaction, then there is simply a conflict between

two kinds of natural right. Locke pictured the social contract as the

agreement of the property owners who are permitted by it to pro-

tect their property. Rousseau pictured it as a fraud perpetrated by

the rich to get the poor to accept the legitimacy of the property

of the rich. The rich have more power in civil society, and therefore

they will always tend to corrupt the law in their own favor.

One side of Rousseau's critique was the one picked up by Marx

—

that the rich will get richer and the poor will get poorer. But this

was not the whole of Rousseau's critique. He further argued that a

society that rewards business acumen or avarice rather than the

moral virtues—compassion, goodness, patriotism, and family—is

distorted. Moreover, he argued that the institutional expressions

for the reward of unequal talents that were not worked for by their

possessors is unjust. Because one person is born clever and strong

and is able to produce much more than a person less well endowed

produces with the same effort, does that make it just that the for-

mer should ge^t greater rewards? If we are rewarding work, then the

work is equal-inasmuch as the more talented person did not work

for his talents. Is our sense of natural justice not offended by re-

warding the great good luck of one and punishing the misfortune

of another?

These are real difficulties. Because of the thinner, or almost non-

existent, discussion of justice by the utilitarians, the thinkers im-

pressed by such moral considerations preempted the field of dis-

cussion. In a strange peripeteia, by the middle of the nineteenth

century the Rousseauean pathos had crept into the heart of utili-

tarian or capitalist thought itself. John Stuart Mill, the author of one

of the principal works of modern economics, repeatedly staled that

the capitalist system encouraged low motives, and he looked for-

ward to the time when equal distribution according to need and
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cess of capitalism, but he did not think it good rx just. MSI
look to such post-Rousseauean notions as ''spontaneity'' when^;

scribing the healthy individual in On Liberty. He had a cristaand^in

the apparentiy impervious Anglo-Saxon citadel of England; cor^

rupt continental, i.e., Rousseauean, notions came to him by such

improbable intermediaries as Wordsworth. It is amazing to note

that from then on almost all free-enterprise economists have held

equality of distribution to be just, although inefficient. This Is true

of the aforementioned Frank Knight as well as others. He thought

about God and the market, but not much about the regime. Free-

enterprise economists are not only merely neglectful of arguments

for the justice of their system, but have also regarded it as posi-

tively unjust. They found their moral grounds only in capitalism's

alleged protection of individual freedom .

It seems to me to be a genuine crisis when a system requires a

permanent heedlessness of discussion about justice and a dulling

of the sense of justice. Our educated and thoughtful classes are

somewhat in the position of the many French aristocrats whose in-

tellects and hearts could no longer subscribe to the justice of the

regime that made them what they were. They were among the most

avid consumers of the thought that destroyed them. When conser-

vatives attack the "elites" who do not support capitalism, they per-

haps do not give sufficient credit to the real conviction that might

motivate them or have enough of a place in their thought for a dis-

interested love of justice. Greater self-awareness might make them

look to their own inadequate articulation of the justice of the Ameri-

can regime and the relation of the free market to it. It is my sugges-

tion that the founders of that regime may very well have under-

stood these issues better than we do, and that serious reflection on

how they would have responded about the justice of the American

regime would be most beneficial for us because, as I have said,

inner convictions about its justice are the soul of a regime.
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Almost a decade ago, Robert Goldwin and Walter Berns persuaded a

group of us to discuss the proper way to celebrate the approaching

bicentennial of the Constitution of the United States. We were, per-

haps, not a typical group, but all of us agreed that the only way for us

was to think about the Constitution.

Aside from the fact that this should be the response of serious

men and women to serious things, the Constitution, of all public

documents, invites rational discourse. It was written by a group of

wise statesmen who believed in the necessity, goodness, and power

of reason in the establishment of just regimes. Their task Was to

establish the framework within which the natural rights announced in

the Declaration of Independence would be protected. Moreover, in

the debates of the Constitutional Convention and in The Federalist,

they gave their detailed reasons for their doings. Their authority was

founded not on tradition or revelation but on nature grasped bv

reason. This was a new beginning, a liberation from prejudice, legit-

imized by reference to principles of justice assented to by man's most

distinctive and most common faculty and persuasive to a candid

world. The Framers were not prophets, poets , or heroes in the old

sense but were, rather, reasonable men. Other men were not required

to believe what they heard from the Framers but had merely to look at

what they pointed to and judge for themselves. Convinced that they

had the best of any discussion about the good regime, the Framers, as

it were, challenged the world to meet them on the field of reason. To

test their conviction is to honor them.

This is the peculiarly American form of patriotism. With us it is

not, at least not essentially, the instinctive and unquestioning love of

our own—the burning passion that consumes all doubts, that sacri-

fices reason to dedication to the community. The genius of this coun-

try—which cannot and does not wish to treat its citizens like plants

rooted in its soil—has consisted in a citizenship that permits reflection

on one's own interest and a calm recognition that it is satisfied by this
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regime. And this reflection does not end in mere mean-spirited cal-

culation, as is often alleged by critics from the Right and the Left, but

leads to the peaks of philosophy. Our regime is founded on argu-

ments, not commands. Obedience to its fundamental law is not

against reason, and it can claim to have resolved what was thought to

be the unresolvable tension between good citizenship and phi-

losophizing.

In sum, in America, thoughtful citizenship is good citizenship.

All of us involved in this project know ourselves to be modern men
and women, which means that our education did not at first lead us

toward the Constitution and the philosophic position underlying it.

When we were young, we were taught, and were attracted by,

thought that was in the air. Marx, Freud, Weber, and Nietzsche were

"where it was at." And historicism was already effective enough to

make us think that earlier thought could not be truer than later

thought, that eighteenth-century opinions could not help us to an-

swer twentieth-century questions. Like most people in this case, we
remained attached to liberal democracy and the institutional structure

given to it by the Constitution without asking whether a Marxist, an

existentialist, or, for that matter, a utilitarian can do so consistently.

Can any "state" be anything other than an instrument of class domi-

nation? Can irrational man also be the democratic voter? Is contempt

for natural rights consistent with democratic justice?

These are obvious and necessary questions, but they arise only to

those who seek for comprehensiveness and coherence, as did the

Framers. That the Framers were such men is something most of us

learned later, as graduate students, when we came to see that they

had reasoned arguments that are defensible, if not true a priori. It

required a certain de-ideologization to meet them fresh and listen to

them without condescending from the heights of the twentieth cen-

tury. The Framers had a keen sense of the relation between theory

and practice; and their political founding was grounded in teachings

about nature and the relation of justice to it. Their Bacon, Locke, and

Montesquieu are worthy interlocutors—on the level of Kant, Hegel,

Marx, and Nietzsche, who inspired less impressive political achieve-

ments. The Framers held that the rational conviction of the truth of

the principle of natural right was essential for fighting the American

Revolution, for establishing a constitution, and for preserving it. That

conviction is undoubtedly not what it once was.

Does it deserve to be? That is our question. Since the framing of

the Constitution many waves of thought have washed over our intel-

lectual shores, most of them serious, each claiming to be a progress

over earlier thought. This book's table of contents provides a survey of
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most of the notable ones. Some of them might have been predicted by
the Framers; others would probably have surprised them. Some were
directly critical of the solution to the political problem provided by the

Constitution of the United States; others were not thinking of it,

although their views of human nature and politics implicitly made
them its critics and opponents. All have been seductive, and all have
provided lenses through which Americans look at the world and bv
means of which they articulate its phenomena.

The authors of this book each proposed to take one of these

schools of thought that had particularly interested him or her, to trv

to make precise what its view of constitutional politics is, and to

reflect on whether the Framers' thought can make a convincing re-

sponse to it. This effort was intended to be an exercise in our own self-

awareness, but one that is in conformity with America's most funda-

mental tradition. We wished, without prejudice, to see what can still

rationally be believed of the thought of the Constitution. This means
that that thought had to be presented by those of us who knew it best,

and then the various schools addressed by the rest. How well the

thought of the Constitution would do in this contest was not presup-

posed. I suppose the results have been different for different ones of

us. But the Constitution has been deepened and freshened for us all

in seeing how it meets theoretical challenges unknown to its Framers.

When we first planned this volume, we were keenly aware that

the discussion of the really interesting issues concerning our found-
ing documents—whether popular government is a desirable form of

government, whether the Constitution gives sufficient power to the

people, whether religion is given a sufficient place to ensure a moral
citizenry, and others—had been subordinated to secondary concerns

such as the economic interests or the psychological peculiarities of the

Framers, their historical situation and its intellectual limits, or their

inability to distinguish value judgments from fact judgments. In other

words, a new discipline, intellectual history, with newer methods

—

themselves related more or less consciously to new philosophies

—

gives priority to new kinds of questions, which prove to be endless.

Thus the questions, and the answers, of the Framers—or those of any
writer—can never be addressed and begin to be irrelevant, for they
are alleged to have been unaware of the real questions. Their texts are

thus not paths to be followed but symptoms to be diagnosed. Their

arguments are judged to be untrue before being put to the test, as

scholars devote themselves to explaining why they were wrong. It

was precisely in response to this contempt for the text that we
planned this volume. We hoped to demonstrate in deed that there is

greater intellectual excitement, as well as greater political respon-
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sibiiity in adopting the perspective of the Framers rather than that of

the trends of contemporary scholarship.

But the course of events intellectual and political since our first

meeting has made efforts such as this all the more urgent. A new

school of thought, derivative from the others, has overwhelmed the

humanities during this decade and is making considerable inroads in

the social sciences and the law. This approach has appeared to be just

the thing for today's radicalism in America, which, in adopting it, has

given it a life unwarranted by its intrinsic merits. Its thesis is that

writers determine "values" or "world views/' that they are uncon-

sciously motivated by "the will to power/' and that they are the

sources of the domination of men by men. There are no theoretical

human beings, and there is no objectivity, only commitment and

subjectivity. Writers' apparently rational interpretations of a truly

meaningless world provide the foundation for systems of domination

and prevent the hill flowering of individuals. Waiters found legit-

imacy, and they spawn a race of interpreters or priests who are

themselves legitimized by the sacred text they interpret. The focus on

texts as the essential cause of political facts reverses the old Marxist

relation between infrastructure and superstructure. Writers are con-

ceived of as autonomous and given a new weight in the understand-

ing of things. Of course, their autonomy rests not on their reason but

on their irrational, creative unconscious. A new kind of liberating

interpreter is conceived to do battle with the priestly interpreter and

to destroy his foundation. The priest disappears with the Bible. The

new interpreter "deconstructs" the sacred text, showing that its au-

thor could not know his own motives, that his text is incoherent and

explodes, when pressured by the critic into the chaotic elements lying

beneath its smooth rationalized surface. Race, gender, and class are

the favorite prejudices of the unconscious' ruse in its quest for power.

Texts are the enemies, according to this school, and there is no

need to insist on its threat to a political tradition that rests on funda-

mental texts. It was the pride of the Framers that for the first time in

history a nation was founded on written documents that all can read

and study and that appeal to the reason of each. It is a grave undertak-

ing to undermine the credibility of such a legacy, although the de-

constructionists approach it with levity. In a perverse way the

deconstructionists agree with the Framers about the importance of

their writing, but they insist that the Framers wrote to impose their

rich, white, male, logocentric (or Eurocentric) selves on the poor, the

females, and the nonwhites of the world. One can see why the

deconstructionists appeal to certain kinds of extremists. They deny

each of the premises of the Framers, especially those concerning

nature , reason, and concern for the common ^ood . Their influence
now extends well beyond the academy into real politics. Deconstruc-
tionism has colored the public discussions about "original intent" as
the guide for judges' interpretation of the Constitution and influenced
the terms of the controversy surrounding Robert Bork's nomination to
the Supreme Court. Deconstructionism must be studied, but the texts
must be studied first to avoid beginning from parodies of them,
parodies that are easy prey for the critics. In their digging, de-
constructionists may well discover what they themselves have buried.
This is easy to do when objectivity no longer prompts second
thoughts.

This is how the American intellectual scene looks. Much greater
events occurring outside the United States, however, demonstrate the
urgency of our task. Those events are epitomized by the Statue of
Liberty erected by the Chinese students in Tiananmen Square. Ap-
parently, after some discussion whether it should be altered to have
Chinese features, there was a consensus that it did not make any
difference.

I write this at the moment when the terror in China has begun,
and we cannot yet know what will become of those courageous young
persons. But we do know the justice of their cause, and, although
there is no assurance that it will ultimately triumph, their oppressors
have won the universal execration of mankind. With Marxist ideology
a wretched shambles everywhere, nobody believes any longer in

Communist legitimacy. Everywhere, in the Communist world what is

wanted is rational liberal democracy that recognizes men's natural
freedom and equality and the rights dependent on them. The people
of that world need and want education in democracy, which means
study of the philosophy that explains the grounds of democracy and
of the constitutions that actualize it . That education is one of the
greatest services the democracies can offer to the people who live

under Communist tyrannies and long for liberty. The example of the
United States is what has impressed them most, and their rulers have
been unable to stem the infection. Our example, though, requires
explanations, the kind the Founders gave to the world. And this is

where we are failing: dominant schools in American universities can
tell the Chinese students only that they should avoid Eurocentrism,
that rationalism has failed, that they should study non-Western
cultures, and that bourgeois liberalism is the most despicable of re-
gimes. However, this is not what they need. They have Deng Xiao-
ping to deconstruct their Statue of Liberty. We owe them something
much better.

All of the contributors to this book are, with the exception of
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Joseph Hamburger, students of, or students of students of, Leo

Strauss. This great man reinterested us in America by teaching us

how to read our country's political texts and demonstrating how wise

they are. Suddenly we discovered how much there is at home to

attract our best intellectual efforts. This was at a time when almost all

of what appeared philosophically attractive engendered contempt for

the Framers or what they stood for. From Strauss we learned that high

adventure awaits those who wished to confront the Declaration of

Independence, the Constitution, and The Federalist. His example

made us ashamed of our smug sense of superiority to them.

Strauss was a refugee from Germany; hence, it was not choice

that brought him to the United States. His life had been, and re-

mained, dedicated to the question. What is reason? His was an un-

ceasing quest for clarity about ancient and modern rationalism and

the various kinds of antirationalism or irrationalism. One result of this

quest was his rediscovery of the Socratic sense of political philosophy

as the beginning point for the understanding of the place or fate of

reason in human life. Thus, when he came to America, he discovered

that it was most congenial to him. The American regime was friendly

to him as Jew and philosopher, and, of course, the protections of

these two aspects of his being were related in the rational universality

of liberal principles. He had had experience, both theoretical and

practical, of the German critique of those principles, and he un-

hesitatingly, unlike many refugees, preferred not the mystifying old

cultures, however splendid, but a regime that in its founding faced

the issues of reason and revelation. Our origins, properly under-

stood, are more fundamental than theirs. Strauss began his study of

the American regime from its highest claims for itself and, cutting

through the overgrowth, went unerringly to the Founding thought

that informed American reality. And he studied Lincoln as the au-

thoritative interpreter of the liberal regime in its inevitable crisis over

slavery. The United States, perhaps alone among regimes, merited

philosophic examination because of its self-conscious attempt to solve

the political problem, particularly in its relation to the two crucial

elements—religion and philosophy—and because its founding docu-

ments were philosophic and derived from the great philosophers. He
left this legacy to his students and gave us much to do.


